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Abstract

Modern image coding systems employ computationally demanding techniques to achieve image compres-

sion. Image codecs are often used in applications that require real-time processing, so it is common in those

scenarios to employ specialized hardware, such as Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) or Application-

Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs). GPUs are throughput-oriented, highly parallel architectures that repre-

sent an interesting alternative to dedicated hardware. They are software re-programmable, widely available,

energy efficient, and they offer very competitive peak computational performance.

Wavelet-based image coding systems are those that employ some kind of wavelet transformation before

the data coding stage. Arguably, JPEG2000 is the most representative of those systems. Many research

projects have tried to develop GPU implementations of JPEG2000 to speed up the coding pipeline. Although

some stages of the pipeline are very suitable for GPU computing, the data coding stage does not expose

enough fine-grained parallelism. Data coding is the most computationally demanding stage (75% of the total

execution time) and represents the bottleneck of the pipeline. The research presented in this thesis focuses on

the GPU computing of the most critical stages of wavelet-based image coding systems: the wavelet transform

and the data coding stage.

This thesis proposes three main contributions. The first is a GPU-accelerated implementation of the

Discrete Wavelet Transform. The proposed implementation achieves speedups up to 4× with respect to the

previous state-of-the-art GPU solutions. The second contribution is the analysis and reformulation of the data

coding stage of JPEG2000. We propose a new parallel-friendly high performance coding engine: Bitplane

Image Coding with Parallel Coefficient Processing (BPC-PaCo). BPC-PaCo reformulates the mechanisms of

data coding, without renouncing to any of the advanced features of traditional data coding. The last contri-

bution of this thesis presents an optimized GPU implementation of BPC-PaCo. It compares its performance

with the most competitive JPEG2000 implementations in both CPU and GPU, revealing speedups up to 30×
with respect to the fastest implementation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The amount of digital images generated and stored in electronic devices has dramatically

increased over the past 30 years. In this context, image coding has become increasingly

important, developing new techniques to reduce the number of bits employed to represent

images. Traditionally, image compression advances were based on the development of

elaborated algorithms that increased the computational load of the codecs. Coding systems

have also incorporated many features in addition to compression over the last years. Ca-

pabilities such as region of interest coding, progressive transmission or lossy-to-lossless

support are generally inbuilt in modern codecs. Overall, current image coding systems are

commonly computationally demanding applications.

Many current image coding applications, such as digital cinema or medical imaging,

demand state-of-the-art compression performance and advanced features, in scenarios that

also require real-time processing. Traditionally, these applications employed specialized

hardware, such as Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) or Application-Specific In-

tegrated Circuits (ASICs) to meet their execution time constraints. However, in the last

decade, GPUs have become an increasingly popular alternative to specialized hardware

due to their outstanding computational power and availability.

GPUs were originally devised to process graphics workload in video games or computer-

aided design. Nowadays, they are also used for general purpose processing. This shift was

motivated by the desire to employ the computational power of GPUs in different applica-

tions, and also because they are software re-programmable, widely available and highly

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

energy efficient. General Purpose GPU (GPGPU) computing emerged as a widely em-

ployed technology in 2006, with the release of the Nvidia Compute Unified Device Archi-

tecture (CUDA), which provides a suite of tools and a GPU compiler for the acceleration

of non-graphic applications.

In recent years, many research projects employed GPUs in diverse image coding appli-

cations [1–13]. However, not all projects succeed at employing GPUs to accelerate a spe-

cific application. In most cases, suboptimal performance was obtained because GPUs are

not well-suited for all kind of algorithms. There is a set of requirements that an algorithm

has to fulfill to make full use of the GPU computational resources. Those requirements

can be difficult to meet depending on the application, rendering the GPU programming and

GPU algorithm (re-) design as non-trivial problems. As a consequence, GPU computing

is a very active research focus in many areas, such as linear algebra [14], signal process-

ing [15], or computational biology [16, 17], among others. To further illustrate this matter

it is necessary to take a closer look at the peculiarities of the GPU architecture.

The peak computational power of modern GPUs significantly surpasses that of the com-

parable CPUs. The reason behind GPUs’ capabilities lies in their innermost architectural

design: they are based on the Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) principle, in which

flows of instructions are executed in parallel and synchronously to different pieces of data.

This layout simplifies the chip design, permitting the allocation of additional computa-

tional resources. Arguably, the GPU architecture is juxtaposed to that of the CPU’s: the

latter is commonly referred to as a latency-oriented processor conceived to run few instruc-

tions with low latency, whereas GPUs are throughput-oriented processors engineered to

continuously process a pipeline of thousands of high-latency instructions.

GPUs’ computational power comes with a very significant drawback. Due to their

SIMD throughput-oriented architecture, GPUs require high amounts of parallel and ho-

mogeneous workload to achieve close-to-peak performance. Inherently sequential algo-

rithms, or procedures with significant heterogeneous computation, can be challenging to

implement in a GPU. Applications with those characteristics are commonly implemented

in CPUs, which are more flexible and less sensitive to the algorithm’s singularities. Al-

ternatively, when acceleration is a top priority, an un-fitting algorithm can sometimes be

successfully re-formulated to be efficiently implemented in a GPU. This thesis explores
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and overcomes the described challenges of GPU computing with the main operations of

wavelet-based image coding, namely, the Discrete Wavelet Transform, the Bitplane coder,

and the Arithmetic Coder.

1.1 Wavelet-based image coding and JPEG2000

Image coding systems are traditionally composed of two main stages: data transforma-

tion and data coding. Data transformation removes the spatial redundancy of the image

by means of applying a given linear transform. Afterwards, data coding exploits the vi-

sual redundancy of the image to code the transformed coefficients. Wavelet-based image

coding systems are those that employ some sort of wavelet transform [18] in the first stage.

Wavelet transforms provide many valuable features for image coding, and have been widely

adopted in many modern codecs. Arguably, the most representative wavelet-based image

coding system is that of the JPEG2000 standard (ISO/IEC 15444-1) [19, 20]. JPEG2000

is employed in a wide range of commercial products and applications, as it provides state-

of-the-art coding performance and advanced features. JPEG2000 is used as the reference

coding system in this thesis, although the analysis and solutions presented herein can also

be employed in other wavelet-based image codecs.

JPEG2000 employs the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) in the data transformation

stage [21]. The DWT is the prevalent wavelet-based data decorrelation technique in the

field of image coding. It is employed in CCSDS-ILDC [22], SPIHT [23], EBCOT [24],

and SPECK [25], among others. From a computational point of view, the DWT corre-

sponds to the application of a pair of (high- and low-pass) filters to each image dimen-

sion (vertical and horizontal). Those operations can be seen as a 2-dimensional stencil

pattern [26], which exposes very high parallelism and homogeneous computation among

parallel flows. Because of this, the DWT perfectly fits the requirements of GPU com-

puting. In the literature, many different methods are proposed to compute the DWT in a

GPU [3, 5, 7–12, 27, 28]. Although they achieve very competitive speedups with respect

to comparable CPU implementations, none of them fully saturates the GPU computational

resources.

Data coding is performed in JPEG2000 using two different technologies: the bitplane
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coder and the arithmetic coder. The Bitplane Coder (BPC) selectively scans the coeffi-

cients of an image in a bit-by-bit fashion, and feeds them to the arithmetic coder, which

produces a compressed bitstream. Data coding is carried out independently for different

square tiles within the image, called codeblocks (commonly of size 64×64 pixels). This

scheme exposes a very suitable degree of coarse-grained parallelism that can be efficiently

implemented in CPU multi-thread architectures. Unfortunately, the scheme is not suitable

for GPU computing. In order to efficiently compute data coding in a GPU, additional SIMD

parallelism within the codeblock’s computation is required. Promoting this parallelism is

extremely challenging with the algorithm at hand: the fundamental problem is that the

key operations performed within a codeblock are inherently sequential. Nonetheless, many

implementations of bitplane coding with arithmetic coding in GPUs can be found in the

literature [4, 6, 7, 9, 29, 30]. None of them is able to achieve competitive GPU performance

due to the aforementioned parallelism constraints of the algorithm.

1.2 Overview of the GPU architecture and CUDA

All the research presented in this thesis has been carried out taking CUDA-enabled Nvidia

GPU architectures as a reference. This subsection contains a brief introduction to some

relevant GPU and CUDA technical concepts employed thorough this manuscript.

GPUs contain multiple throughput-oriented SIMD units called Streaming Multiproces-

sors (SMs). Modern GPUs have up to several dozens of SMs, and each SM can execute

multiple 32-wide SIMD instructions simultaneously. The CUDA programming model de-

fines a computation hierarchy formed by threads, warps, and thread blocks. A CUDA

thread represents a single lane of a SIMD instruction. Warps are sets of 32 threads that

advance their execution in a lockstep synchronous way as single SIMD operations. Control

flow divergence among the threads of the same warp results in the sequential execution

of the divergent paths, and the increase of the total number of instructions executed, so

it should be avoided. Thread blocks group warps, and each one of them is assigned and

run until completion in a specific SM. Warps inside the same block are executed asyn-

chronously, but they can cooperate sharing data and can synchronize using explicit barrier

instructions. The unit of work sent from the CPU (host) to the GPU (device) is called a
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kernel. The host can launch some kernels for parallel execution, each composed from tens

to millions of thread blocks.

The memory hierarchy of GPUs is organized in 1) a space of big, off-chip global mem-

ory that is public to all threads, 2) a space of small, on-chip shared memory that is private to

each thread block, and 3) a space of local memory that is private to each thread. The amount

of local memory reserved for each thread is located in the registers or in the off-chip mem-

ory, depending on the available resources. The registers have the highest bandwidth and

lowest latency, whereas the shared memory bandwidth is significantly lower than that of the

registers. The shared memory provides flexible accesses, while the accesses to the global

memory must be coalesced to achieve higher efficiency. A coalesced access occurs when

consecutive threads of a warp access consecutive memory positions. GPUs also have two

levels of cache. In recent CUDA architectures, local memory located in the off-chip mem-

ory has exclusive use of the level-1 (L1) cache. The communication between the threads

in a thread block is commonly carried out via the shared memory. Threads in a warp can

also communicate using the shuffle instruction, which permits the access to another thread

register inside the same warp.

The SM activity is defined as the time that each SM is active during the execution of

a CUDA kernel. It is commonly expressed as an average percentage. A SM is considered

active if it has, at least, one warp assigned for execution. A single kernel may not occupy

all the SMs of the GPU. This may happen when the kernel does not launch sufficient thread

blocks. Also, high workload imbalances caused by different execution times of the thread

blocks may reduce the SM activity and affect the overall performance. The occupancy of

active SMs is defined as the percentage of active warps relative to the maximum supported

by the SM. The theoretical occupancy of a kernel is the maximum occupancy when consid-

ering the static execution configuration. It can be limited by the amount of shared memory

and registers assigned to each thread block. The achieved occupancy may be lower than

the theoretical when the warps have high variability in their execution times or when they

need to synchronize frequently.
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1.3 Contributions and thesis organization

The contributions of this thesis are organized in three chapters. The research presented in

each chapter has been published in different papers in some of the most relevant confer-

ences and journals of the field:

Chapter 2: Acceleration of the DWT in a GPU, embodies the research published in:

[13] P. Enfedaque, F. Auli-Llinas, and J.C. Moure, “Implementation of the DWT in a

GPU through a Register-based Strategy,” IEEE Trans. Parallel Distrib. Syst., vol. 26, no.

12, pp. 3394–3406, Dec. 2015

The chapter presents a novel register-based GPU implementation of the DWT. A solu-

tion is proposed based on a deep analysis of the algorithm’s computational bounds. The

implementation achieves speedups of 4, on average, with respect to previous state-of-the-art

GPU implementations. New GPU capabilities are analyzed and employed in the method,

and the implementation decisions are described and evaluated for different GPU architec-

tures. The research demonstrates that the proposed DWT implementation effectively sat-

urates the GPU resources, achieving close-to-peak performance in the GPU architectures

analyzed.

Chapter 3: Bitplane Image Coding with Parallel Coefficient Processing, corresponds to

the research published in:

[31] F. Auli-Llinas, P. Enfedaque, J. C. Moure, and V. Sanchez, “Bitplane Image

Coding with Parallel Coefficient Processing,” IEEE Trans. Image Process., vol. 25, no. 1,

pp. 209–219, Jan. 2016.

[32] F. Auli-Llinas, P. Enfedaque, J. C. Moure, I. Blanes, and V. Sanchez, “Strategy

of Microscopic Parallelism for Bitplane Image Coding,” in Proc. IEEE Data Compression

Conference, pp. 163–172, Apr. 2015.

The second contribution of the thesis is focused on the reformulation of the bitplane

coding and arithmetic coding techniques to promote the kind of fine-grained parallelism
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suitable for GPU computing. The paper introduces Bitplane Image Coding with Paral-

lel Coefficient Processing (BPC-PaCo), a novel coding engine that exposes explicit SIMD

parallelism, without renouncing to any coding feature of traditional bitplane coders. BPC-

PaCo reformulates some of the key mechanisms of the JPEG2000’s data coding engine

to promote 32 times more parallelism, in exchange for less than 2% compression per-

formance. BPC-PaCo employs a new parallel scanning order, a novel context formation

approach, a stationary probability model and the use of multiple arithmetic coders within

the codeblock. The paper evaluates the coding performance loss of each of the proposed

techniques and describes the method, but its computational performance is not analyzed in

practice.

Chapter 4: Implementation of BPC-PaCo in a GPU, presents the main insights of the

research published in:

[33] P. Enfedaque, F. Auli-Llinas, and J. C. Moure, “GPU Implementation of Bitplane

Coding with Parallel Coefficient Processing for High Performance Image Compression,”

IEEE Trans. Parallel Distrib. Syst., in Press, 2017.

[34] P. Enfedaque, F. Auli-Llinas, and J. C. Moure, “Strategies of SIMD Computing

for Image Coding in GPU,” in Proc. IEEE International Conference on High Performance

Computing, pp. 345–354, Dec. 2015.

The last contribution of this thesis corresponds to the design and performance eval-

uation of the GPU implementation of BPC-PaCo. A detailed analysis of BPC-PaCo is

presented and employed to devise an optimized implementation of the method. The pro-

posed GPU solution is based on an efficient thread-to-data mapping, a smart memory man-

agement, and the use of sophisticated cooperation mechanisms to implement inter-thread

communication. The performance of the codec is compared with the most competitive

state-of-the-art bitplane coding implementations. The experimental results indicate that

the proposed implementation is up to 30 times faster than the best CPU bitplane codec,

while being highly power efficient. Experimental results also demonstrate that BPC-PaCo

achieves an order of magnitude better performance than other GPU implementations.
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Chapter 2

Acceleration of the DWT in a GPU

The release of the CUDA Kepler architecture in March 2012 provided Nvidia GPUs with

a larger register memory space and instructions for the communication of registers among

threads. This facilitates a new programming strategy that utilizes registers for data sharing

and reusing, in detriment of the shared memory. Such a programming strategy can sig-

nificantly improve the performance of applications that reuse data heavily. This chapter

presents a register-based implementation of the Discrete Wavelet Transform. Experimental

results indicate that the proposed method is, at least, four times faster than the best GPU

implementation of the DWT found in the literature. Furthermore, theoretical analysis coin-

cide with experimental tests in proving that the execution times achieved by the proposed

implementation are close to the GPU’s performance limits.

As previously discussed, implementations in GPUs must be carefully realized to fully

exploit the potential of the devices. Data management is one of the most critical aspects.

The key is to store the data in the appropriate memory spaces. From a microarchitecture

point of view, the GPU has three main memory spaces: global, shared, and registers. The

shared memory and the registers are located on-chip and can be explicitly managed. They

are two orders of magnitude faster than the global memory, but their size is much smaller.

The main difference between the shared memory and the registers is that the first is com-

monly employed to store and reuse intermediate results and to efficiently share data among

threads. The registers are private to each thread, and they are many times solely employed

to perform the arithmetic and logical operations of the program.

9
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The CUDA performance guidelines [35] recommended the use of the shared memory

for data reuse and data sharing. Surprisingly, these recommendations were challenged in

November 2008 by Volkov and Demmel [14, 36], who stated that an extensive use of the

shared memory may lead to suboptimal performance. This is caused by a combination of

three factors:

1. The bandwidth of the shared memory may become a bottleneck in applications that

need to reuse data heavily.

2. Arithmetic or logical operations carried out with data located in the shared memory

implicitly need to move this data to the registers before performing the operations,

which requires additional instructions.

3. The register memory space is commonly larger than that of the shared memory.

In their paper, Volkov and Demmel indicated that the only way to increase the GPU’s

performance is to directly use the registers, minimizing the use of the shared memory. Their

results suggest that maximum performance is achieved when the registers are employed as

the main local storage space for data reusing, though the results may vary depending on the

algorithm. At that time, there was no operations to share the data in the registers among

threads, and the register memory space was very limited. This restrained the use of register-

based implementations.

The release of the Kepler CUDA architecture in March 2012 unlocked these restric-

tions. The size of the register memory space was doubled, the number of registers that each

thread can manage was quadruplicated, and a new set of instructions for data sharing in

the register space was introduced. These improvements facilitated register-based strategies

to program the GPU. This was an emerging approach that significantly enhanced the po-

tential performance of many GPU implementations. In the fields of image processing and

computational biology, for example, this trend was employed to achieve very competitive

results [15–17].

This chapter explores the use of a register-based strategy to implement the Discrete

Wavelet Transform. Realizations of the DWT in GPUs require carefully implemented
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strategies of data reuse. As seen below, there are many different approaches in the lit-

erature. The use of a register-based strategy allows a particular approach that differs from

the state-of-the-art methods. The implementation has to be rethought from scratch. The

most critical aspects are data partitioning and thread-to-data mapping (see below). The im-

plementation presented herein is the first implementation of the DWT employing a register-

based strategy. The proposed method achieves speedups of 4 compared to the previous best

implementation found in the literature.

This chapter is structured as follows. Section 2.1 provides a general description of the

DWT. Section 2.2 reviews state-of-the-art implementations of the DWT in GPUs. Sec-

tion 2.3 describes the proposed method detailing the data partitioning scheme employed

and its implementation in the GPU. Section 4.4 assesses the performance of the implemen-

tation through extensive experimental results. The last section summarizes this work.

2.1 The Discrete Wavelet Transform

The DWT is a signal processing technique derived from the analysis of Fourier. It applies

a bank of filters to an input signal that decompose its low and high frequencies. In image

coding, the forward operation of the DWT is applied to the original samples (pixels) of

an image in the first stage of the encoding procedure. In general, coding systems use a

dyadic decomposition of the DWT that produces a multi-resolution representation of the

image [18]. This representation organizes the wavelet coefficients in different levels of

resolution and subbands that capture the vertical, horizontal, and diagonal features of the

image. The decoder applies the reverse DWT in the last stage of the decoding procedure,

reconstructing the image samples.

The filter bank employed determines some features of the transform. The most com-

mon filter banks in image coding are the irreversible CDF 9/7 and the reversible CDF

5/3 [21], which are employed for lossy and progressive lossy-to-lossless compression, re-

spectively. The proposed method implements these two filter banks since they are sup-

ported in JPEG2000, though other banks could also be employed achieving similar results.

The DWT can be implemented via a convolution operation [18] or by means of the
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the lifting scheme for the forward application of the reversible CDF 5/3
transform.

lifting scheme [37]. The lifting scheme is an optimized realization of the transform that re-

duces the memory usage and the number of operations performed, so it is more commonly

employed. It carries out several steps in a discretely-sampled one-dimensional signal, com-

monly represented by an array. Each step computes the (intermediate) wavelet coefficients

that are assigned to the even, or to the odd, positions of the array. Each coefficient is

computed using three samples: that in the even (or odd) position of the array, and its two

adjacent neighbors. Such a procedure can be repeated several times depending on the filter

bank employed. An important aspect of the lifting scheme is that all coefficients in the even

(or odd) positions can be computed in parallel since they do not hold dependencies among

them.

Formally expressed, the lifting scheme is applied as follows. Let {ci} with 0 ≤ i < I

be the original set of image samples. First, ci is split into two subsets that contain the even

and the odd samples, referred to as {d0
i } and {s0

i }, respectively, with 0 ≤ i < I/2. The

arithmetic operations are performed in the so-called prediction and update steps. As seen in

Fig. 2.1, the prediction step generates the subset {d1
i } by applying to each sample in {d0

i }
an arithmetic operation that involves d0

i , s
0
i , and s0

i+1. This operation is generally expressed

as

dj+1
i = dji − αj(s

j
i + sji+1) . (2.1)

The update step is performed similarly, producing the subset {sj+1
i } that is computed ac-

cording to
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Figure 2.2: Application of two levels of DWT decomposition to an image.

sj+1
i = sji + βj(dj+1

i + dj+1
i+1 ) . (2.2)

Depending on the wavelet filter bank, (2.1) and (2.2) may be repeated several times.

The result of these steps are the subsets {dJi } and {sJi }, which contain the low and high

frequencies of the original signal, respectively, with J denoting the number of iterations

performed. αj and βj in the above equations depend on the filter bank and change in each

step j. The 5/3 transform has J = 1 whereas the 9/7 has J = 2. The reverse application of

the transform applies the same procedure but it swaps additions for subtractions.

The application of the lifting scheme to an image is carried out in two stages. First,

the lifting scheme is applied to all rows of the image, which is called horizontal filtering.

Then, it is applied to the resulting coefficients in a column-by-column fashion in the so-

called vertical filtering. The order in which the horizontal and the vertical filtering are

applied does not matter as far as the decoder reverses them appropriately. As seen in

Fig. 4.2, these filtering stages produce a dyadic decomposition that contains four subsets of

coefficients called wavelet subbands. Subbands are commonly referred to as LL, HL, LH,

and HH, with each letter denoting Low or High frequencies in the vertical and horizontal

direction. The size of the LL subband is one quarter of that of the original image. Its

content is similar to the original image, so coding systems commonly generate new levels

of decomposition by applying the DWT to the resulting LL subband. Fig. 4.2 depicts this
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scheme when two levels of decomposition are applied to an image. The reverse DWT

applies the inverse procedure starting at the last level of decomposition. In general, five

levels of decomposition are enough to achieve maximum decorrelation.

2.2 Previous and related work

The pre-CUDA GPU-based implementations of the DWT employed manifold devices and

programming languages.The implementation proposed in [38], for instance, was based on

OpenGL, whereas [1, 39] employed OpenGL and Cg. Most of these earliest methods used

convolution operations and were tailored to each filter bank. [1] evaluated for the first time

the use of the lifting scheme, though the convolution approach was preferred because the

lifting requires the sharing of intermediate values among coefficients. At that time there

were no tools to implement that efficiently. This was experimentally confirmed in [2], in

which both the convolution and the lifting approach were implemented.

The aforementioned pre-CUDA implementations were constrained by the lack of a

general-purpose GPU architecture and its programming tools. The operations of the DWT

had to be mapped to graphics operations, which are very limited. Though these works

accelerated the execution of the DWT with respect to a CPU-based implementation, their

performance is far from that achieved with current GPUs that have an enhanced memory

hierarchy and support general-purpose computing. Key in current CUDA implementations

is how the image is partitioned to permit parallel processing. Fig. 2.3 illustrates the three

main schemes employed in the literature. They are named row-column, row-block, and

block-based.

The first DWT implementation in CUDA was proposed in [27]. It employs the row-

column scheme. First, a thread block loads a row of the image to the shared memory

and the threads compute the horizontal filtering on that row. After the first filtering stage,

all rows of the image are returned to the global memory, in which the image is stored

as a matrix. After transposing it, the same procedure is applied, with the particularity

that in this second stage the rows are in reality the columns of the original image, so the

vertical filtering is actually executed (see Fig. 2.3(a)). Even though this work still uses

convolution operations, speedups between 10 to 20 compared to a multi-core OpenMP
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.3: Illustration of the a) row-column, b) row-block, and c) block-based partitioning schemes
to allow parallel processing in the GPU. Horizontal arrows indicate the main data transfers to/from
the global memory.

implementation are achieved. Its main drawback is the matrix transpose, which is a time-

consuming operation. A similar strategy is utilized in [5] and [28] for other types of wavelet

transform.

The first CUDA implementation based on the lifting scheme was presented in [3] em-

ploying the block-based scheme. The main advantage of this scheme is that it minimizes

transfers to the global memory since it computes both the horizontal and the vertical fil-

tering in a single step. It partitions the image in rectangular blocks that are loaded to the

shared memory by a thread block. Both the horizontal and the vertical filtering are applied

in these blocks, neither needing further memory transfers nor a matrix transpose. The only
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drawback of such an approach is that there exist data dependencies among adjacent blocks.

In [3] these dependencies are not addressed. The common solution to avoid them is to

extend all blocks with some rows and columns that overlap with adjacent blocks. These

extended rows/columns are commonly called halos.

The fastest implementation of the DWT found in the literature is that proposed in [8],

in which the row-block scheme is introduced. The first step of this scheme is the same

as that of the row-column, i.e., it loads rows of the image to the shared memory to apply

the horizontal filtering on them. Then, the data are returned to the global memory. The

second step is similar to what the block-based scheme does. It partitions the image in

vertically stretched blocks that are loaded to the shared memory. Consecutive rectangular

blocks in the vertical axis are processed by the same thread block employing a sliding win-

dow mechanism. This permits the thread block to reuse data in the borders of the blocks,

handling the aforementioned problem of data dependencies. The only drawback of such a

scheme is that it employs two steps, so more accesses to the global memory are required.

The speedups achieved by [8] are approximately from 10 to 14 compared to a CPU imple-

mentation using MMX and SSE extensions. They also compare their implementation to

convolution-based implementations and to the row-column scheme. Their results suggest

that the lifting scheme together with the row-block partitioning is the fastest. The imple-

mentation of [8] is employed in the experimental section below for comparison purposes.

Other works in the literature implement the DWT in specific scenarios. [7] employs it

in a real-time SPIHT decoding system that uses Reed-Solomon codes. The partitioning

scheme used is similar to the row-block but without the sliding window, which forces the

reading of more data from the global memory. [9] utilizes a block-based scheme for the

compression of hyperspectral images. [10, 11] examines the convolution approach again,

whereas [12] implements a variation of the DWT.

Regardless of the partitioning scheme employed, all works in the literature store each

partition of the image in the shared memory and assign a thread block to compute each

one of them. This is the conventional programming style recommended in the CUDA

programming guidelines.
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2.3 Proposed method

2.3.1 Analysis of the partitioning scheme

As most modern implementations, our method employs the lifting scheme. Contrarily to

previous work, the proposed approach stores the data of the image partitions in the registers

–rather than in the shared memory. It is clear in the literature that the row-column scheme

is the slowest [3, 8]. Also, the analysis in [8] indicates that the block-based scheme may

not be effective due to its large need of shared memory. This is the main reason behind

the introduction of the row-block scheme in [8]. Nonetheless, that analysis is for CUDA

architectures prior to Kepler. So it is necessary to study the differences between the row-

block and the block-based scheme in current architectures to decide which is adopted in

our method. The following analysis assesses memory accesses, computational overhead,

and task dependencies.

Both the row-block and the block-based schemes permit data transfers from/to the

global memory via coalesced accesses. The main difference between them is the num-

ber of global memory accesses performed. The row-block requires the reading and writing

of the image (or the LL subband) twice. All data are accessed in a row-by-row fashion in

the first step. After the horizontal filtering, the data are returned to the global memory. The

whole image is accessed again using vertically stretched blocks to perform the vertical fil-

ter. For images with a large width, it may be more efficient to divide the rows in slices that

are processed independently due to memory requirements. Data dependencies among the

first and the last samples of the slice have to be handled appropriately. This may slightly

increase the number of accesses to the global memory, though not seriously so. A similar

issue may appear with images with a large height.

Let m and n respectively be the number of columns and rows of the image. When the

row-block scheme is applied, the computation of the first level of decomposition requires,

at least, two reads and two writes of all samples to the global memory, i.e., 4mn accesses.

In general, the application of L levels of wavelet decomposition requires 4M accesses, with

M being
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M =
L−1∑
k=0

m · n
4k . (2.3)

Contrarily to the row-block, the block-based scheme reuses the data after applying the

horizontal filtering. If it were not for the data dependencies that exist on the borders of

the blocks, this partitioning scheme would require 2M accesses, half those of the row-

block scheme. To address these dependencies, the partitioning has to be done so that the

blocks include some rows and columns of the adjacent blocks, the so-called halo. The

size of the halo depends on the lifting iterations of the wavelet filter bank (i.e., J). Let

m̂ and n̂ denote the number of columns and rows of the block –including the halo. The

application of an iteration of the lifting scheme in a sample involves dependencies with 2
neighboring coefficients. For the reversible CDF 5/3 transform (with J = 1), for instance,

these dependencies entail two rows/columns on each side of the block. The samples in

these rows/columns are needed to compute the remaining samples within the block, but

they must be disregarded in the final result.1 The number of samples computed without

dependency conflicts in each block is (m̂ − 4J) · (n̂ − 4J). The ratio between the size of

the block with and without halos is determined according to

H = m̂ · n̂
(m̂− 4J) · (n̂− 4J) . (2.4)

Since the halos have to be read but not written to the global memory, the number of global

memory accesses required by this partitioning scheme is HM +M .

Table 2.1 evaluates the number of memory accesses needed by the row-block and block-

based partitioning schemes for different block sizes and wavelet transforms. The row-block

scheme always requires 4M accesses. For the block-based scheme, the larger the block

size, the fewer the accesses to the global memory, with the lower bound at 2M . Except for

blocks of 16× 16 and the use of the 9/7 transform, the number of accesses required by the

block-based scheme is always lower than for the row-block scheme. So compared to the

row-block scheme, results of Table 2.1 suggest that the block-based scheme can reduce the

1Sides of blocks that coincide with the limits of the image do not have rows/columns with data dependen-
cies. The number of samples corresponding to this is negligible for images of medium and large size, so it is
not considered in the discussion for simplicity.
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Table 2.1: Evaluation of the number of accesses to the global memory required by two partitioning
schemes. The row-block scheme requires the same number of accesses regardless of the lifting
iterations and block size.

block size row-block block-based
(m̂× n̂) CDF 5/3 CDF 9/7

16× 16

4M

2.78M 5M
32× 32 2.31M 2.78M
64× 64 2.14M 2.31M

128× 128 2.07M 2.14M
64× 20 2.33M 2.90M

Figure 2.4: Illustration of the partitioning scheme and the thread-to-data mapping employed by the
proposed method when applying a CDF 5/3 transform.

execution time devoted to the memory accesses in a similar proportion. Furthermore, the

accesses corresponding to the halos may be accelerated by means of the on-chip caches.

The evaluation reported in Table 2.1 is theoretical. The following test evaluates the

real execution time that is devoted to the memory accesses achieved by the block-based

strategy. In this artificial test none logical or arithmetic operation is performed. A warp is

assigned to read and write the block data from/to the global memory to/from the registers.

Blocks are of 64 × 20 since this block size fits well our implementation. Results hold

for other block sizes too. The same experiment is carried out with and without using the

aforementioned halos. Evidently, the writing of data to the global memory is carried out
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Table 2.2: Evaluation of the practical and theoretical increase in computational time due to the
inclusion of halos in each block. Blocks of size 64× 20 are employed. Experiments are carried out
with a Nvidia GTX TITAN Black.

image size exec. time (in µs) real theor.
(m× n) no halos halos inc. inc.

C
D

F
5/

3 1024× 1024 17 23 1.35

1.172048× 2048 63 74 1.17
4096× 4096 245 279 1.14
8192× 8192 981 1091 1.11

C
D

F
9/

7 1024× 1024 19 34 1.8

1.452048× 2048 67 116 1.73
4096× 4096 255 444 1.74
8192× 8192 1015 1749 1.72

only for the relevant samples when halos are used. When no halos are utilized, 2M accesses

are performed, whereas the use of halos performs HM +M accesses as mentioned earlier.

Table 2.2 reports the results achieved when using different image sizes, for both the

reversible CDF 5/3 (with J = 1) and the irreversible CDF 9/7 (with J = 2) transform.

The theoretical increase in memory accesses (i.e., (HM + M)/2M ) due to the use of

halos for this experiment is 1.17 and 1.45, respectively for the 5/3 and 9/7 transform. The

experimental results suggest that the theoretical analysis is approximately accurate for the

5/3 transform, especially for images of medium and large size. Contrarily, the real increase

for the 9/7 transform is larger than the theoretical. This is caused because the writing

of samples is not done in a fully coalesced way. The threads assigned to the halo hold

irrelevant data, so they are idle when writing the results. In spite that the real increase is

higher than the theoretical, we note that it is always below 2, which is the point at which

the row-block scheme would be more effective than the block-based.

Another aspect that may be considered when analyzing these partitioning schemes is

the arithmetic operations that are performed. The row-block applies the lifting scheme to

all image coefficients (or to those in the LL subband) once, so it performs λM operations,

with λ denoting the number of arithmetic operations needed to apply the lifting scheme to

each coefficient. Samples within the halos in the block-based scheme compel the appli-

cation of the lifting scheme in some coefficients more than once. Again, the increase can
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be determined through the percentage of samples within the halos in each block, result-

ing in λHM . Although the block-based scheme performs more arithmetic operations, in

practice this becomes inconsequential since the performance of the DWT implementation

is bounded by the memory accesses (see next section).

The final aspect of this analysis studies the task dependencies of the algorithm. There

are two task dependencies that must be considered. They are the application of the hor-

izontal and vertical filtering, and the application of the prediction and update steps. In

both cases, the tasks have to be applied one after the other. The steps dependency can be

handled in both partitioning schemes with local synchronization within each thread block.

The horizontal-vertical filtering dependency has different constrains in each partitioning

scheme. The row-block needs to synchronize all the thread blocks after each filter pass.

This can only be implemented via two kernels that are executed sequentially. The block-

based scheme does not require synchronization among different thread blocks since all

data is within the block, so local synchronization can be employed. This is generally more

effective than executing two sequential kernels.

2.3.2 Thread-to-data mapping

The analysis of the previous section indicates that the block-based partitioning scheme re-

quires fewer global memory accesses and that it can be implemented employing effective

synchronization mechanisms. The proposed method uses a scheme similar to the block-

based. Besides storing the data of the image partitions in the registers, another important

difference with respect to previous works is that each partition is processed by a warp in-

stead of using a thread block. This strategy does not need shared memory since threads

within a warp can communicate via shuffle instructions. It also avoids the use of synchro-

nization operations required by inter-lifting dependencies since the threads in a warp are

intrinsically synchronized and there is no need to communicate data between warps. The

removal of all synchronization operations elevates the warp-level parallelism.

Fig. 2.4 illustrates the partitioning strategy employed. The rectangular divisions of the

image represent the samples within each block that can be computed without dependency

conflicts. The surrounding gray rows/columns of block 5 in the figure represent the real
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extension (including the halo) of that block. For the 5/3 transform, two rows/columns are

added to each side to resolve data dependencies. The real size of all other blocks in the

figure also includes two rows/columns in each side, though it is not illustrated for clarity.

The size of the block directly affects the overall performance of the implementation

since it has impact on the memory access pattern, the register usage, the occupancy, and

the total number of instructions executed. Key to achieve maximum efficiency is that the

threads in a warp read and write the rows of the block performing coalesced accesses to

the global memory. To achieve it, the block width must be a multiple of the threads within

a warp, which is 32 in current architectures. To assign pairs of samples to each thread is

highly effective. The processing of two adjacent samples per thread permits the application

of the lifting scheme first for samples in the even positions of the array and then for samples

in the odd positions. We note that to assign only one sample per thread would generate

divergence since only half the threads in a warp could compute the (intermediate) wavelet

coefficients. So the width of the block that we employ is m̂ = 64. This is illustrated in the

right side of Fig. 2.4.

In our implementation, each thread holds and processes all pairs of samples of two

consecutive columns. With such a mapping, the application of the vertical filtering does

not require communication, whereas the horizontal filtering requires collaboration among

threads. With this mapping, the threads collaboratively request n̂ rows from the global

memory before carrying out any arithmetic operation. This generates multiple on-the-

fly requests to the global memory, key to hide the latency of the global memory since

arithmetic operations are then overlapped with memory accesses.

The height of the block permits some flexibility. Fig. 2.5 reports the results that are

achieved by the proposed method when employing different block heights. Results are for

images of different size and for the forward CDF 5/3 transform, though they hold for other

wavelet filter banks and for the reverse application of the transform. The results in this

figure indicate that the lowest execution times are achieved when the height of the block is

between 12 to 26, approximately.

Table 2.3 extends the previous test. It reports the registers employed by each thread,

the device occupancy, and the number of instructions executed when applying the proposed

method to an image of size 7168 × 7168 employing blocks of different heights. We assure
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Figure 2.5: Evaluation of the execution time achieved by the proposed method when employing
blocks of different height. 5 decomposition levels of forward CDF 5/3 wavelet transform are applied
to images of different size. Experiments are carried out with a Nvidia GTX TITAN Black.

that register spilling does not occur in any of these, and following, tests. The smaller the

block height, the fewer registers used per thread and the higher the occupancy of the device.

Then, more instructions are executed due to larger halos. As seen in Fig. 2.5, the tradeoff

between the device occupancy and the number of instructions executed is maximized with

blocks of 64 × 20, approximately. For this block size, the occupancy of the device is 45%

and the number of instructions executed is much lower than when using blocks of 64× 10.

These results hold for the CDF 9/7 transform and for images of other sizes. The results of

the next section employ a block size of 64× 20.

2.3.3 Algorithm

Algorithm 1 details the CUDA kernel implemented in this work for the forward application

of the wavelet transform. We recall that a CUDA kernel is executed by all threads in each

warp identically and synchronously. The parameters of the algorithm are the thread iden-

tifier (i.e., T ), the first column and row of the image corresponding to the block processed

by the current warp (i.e., X, Y ), and the first column and row of the wavelet subbands in
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Table 2.3: Evaluation of some GPU metrics when the proposed method is applied to an image of size
7168 × 7168 employing different block heights, for the forward CDF 5/3 transform. Experiments
are carried out with a Nvidia GTX TITAN Black.

block registers device instructions
height used occupancy executed (x103)

10 34 69% 70655
20 57 45% 45153
30 78 33% 39749
40 97 22% 37106
50 121 22% 35599
60 141 16% 34604
70 161 16% 34222

which the current warp must leave the resulting coefficients (i.e., XS, YS). The height of

the block is denoted by Ȳ and is a constant.

The first operation of Algorithm 1 reserves the registers needed by the thread. The

registers are denoted by R, whereas the global memory is denoted by G. From line 2 to 5,

the thread reads from the global memory the two columns that it will process. The reading

of two consecutive columns can be implemented with coalesced accesses to the global

memory. The reading of all data before carrying out any arithmetic operation generates the

aforementioned on-the-fly memory accesses.

The horizontal filtering is carried out in lines 6-13 as specified in Eq. (2.1) and (2.2)

employing that αj and βj corresponding to the wavelet filter bank. Since this filtering stage

is applied along each row, the threads must share information among them. The operation

Φ(·) in lines 8,10 is the shuffle instruction introduced in the CUDA Kepler architecture.

This operation permits thread T to read a register from any other thread in the warp. The

register to be read is specified in the first parameter of this function. The second parameter

of Φ(·) is the thread identifier from which the register is read.

The vertical filtering is applied in the loops of lines 14-23. In this case, the thread has

all data needed to apply it, so the prediction step is carried out first in the loop of lines 15-

18 followed by the update step. Note that in the horizontal filtering, the prediction and

update steps were carried out within the same loop since all threads process the same row

simultaneously.
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Algorithm 1 Forward DWT kernel
Parameters:
T thread with T ∈ [0, 31]
X,Y first column and row of the block in the image
XS , YS first column and row of the block in the S subband

1: allocateR[Ȳ ][2] in register memory space
2: for y ∈ {0, 1, 2, ..., Ȳ − 1} do
3: R[y][0]← G[Y + y][X + T ∗ 2]
4: R[y][1]← G[Y + y][X + T ∗ 2 + 1]
5: end for
6: for j ∈ {0, 1, 2, ..., J − 1} do
7: for y ∈ {0, 1, 2, ..., Ȳ − 1} do
8: R′ ← Φ(R[y][0], T + 1)
9: R[y][1]←R[y][1]− αj(R[y][0] +R′)
10: R′ ← Φ(R[y][1], T − 1)
11: R[y][0]←R[y][1]− βj(R[y][1] +R′)
12: end for
13: end for
14: for j ∈ {0, 1, 2, ..., J − 1} do
15: for y ∈ {1, 3, 5, ..., Ȳ − 1} do
16: R[y][0]←R[y][0]− αj(R[y − 1][0] +R[y + 1][0])
17: R[y][1]←R[y][1]− αj(R[y − 1][1] +R[y + 1][1])
18: end for
19: for y ∈ {0, 2, 4, ..., Ȳ − 2} do
20: R[y][0]←R[y][0]− βj(R[y − 1][0] +R[y + 1][0])
21: R[y][1]←R[y][1]− βj(R[y − 1][1] +R[y + 1][1])
22: end for
23: end for
24: for y ∈ {2J, 2J + 2, ..., Ȳ − 2J} do
25: G[YLL + y/2][XLL + T ]←R[y][0]
26: G[YHL + y/2][XHL + T ]←R[y][1]
27: end for
28: for y ∈ {2J + 1, 2J + 3, ..., Ȳ − 2J + 1} do
29: G[YLH + y/2][XLH + T ]←R[y][0]
30: G[YHH + y/2][XHH + T ]←R[y][1]
31: end for

The last two loops in Algorithm 1 (lines 24-31) write the resulting coefficients in the

corresponding wavelet subbands stored in the global memory. In this case, accesses to the

global memory are not fully coalesced as mentioned earlier. These loops only transfer the

rows that do not belong to the halos. Our implementation also takes into account that the

threads containing the first and last columns of the block do not write their coefficients

in the global memory since they have dependency conflicts, though it is not shown in

Algorithm 1 for simplicity.

This algorithm details the forward application of the wavelet transform for one decom-

position level. The application of more decomposition levels carries out the same procedure

but taking the resulting LL subband of the previous decomposition level as the input im-

age. Also, the reverse operation of the transform is implemented similarly as the procedure
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Figure 2.6: Evaluation of the execution time achieved by the proposed method when employing
shuffle instructions or an auxiliary buffer in the shared memory to communicate data among threads.
Five decomposition levels of forward CDF 5/3 or 9/7 wavelet transform are applied to images of
different size. Experiments are carried out with a Nvidia GTX TITAN Black.

specified in Algorithm 1.

Although the proposed method has been devised for the Kepler CUDA architecture and

following, Algorithm 1 could also be employed in previous architectures. Before Kepler,

the data sharing among threads in a warp could be implemented by using an auxiliary buffer

in the shared memory. By only replacing the shuffle instructions in lines 8,10 by the use of

this auxiliary buffer, our register-based strategy could be employed in pre-Kepler architec-

tures. This strategy is employed in the next section to assess the performance achieved with

GPUs of the Fermi architecture. Evidently, the shuffle instruction is faster than the use of

an auxiliary buffer due to the execution of fewer instructions. See in Fig. 2.6 the execution

time spent by the proposed method when employing shuffle instructions or the auxiliary

buffer. Shuffle instructions accelerate the execution of the 9/7 transform in approximately

20%.

On another note, the proposed method can also be employed to perform strategies of

wavelet transformation that involve three dimensions in images with multiple components,

such as remote sensing hyperspectral images or 3D medical images. The conventional
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Figure 2.7: Evaluation of the performance achieved by the proposed method and [8], for (a),(b) the
CDF 5/3 transform and (c),(d) the CDF 9/7 transform. Solid lines indicate the forward application
of the transform and dashed lines indicate the reverse.

way to apply such strategies is to reorder the original samples and apply the DWT after-

wards [40].

2.4 Experimental results

Except when indicated, the experimental results reported in this section are carried out with

a Nvidia GTX TITAN Black GPU using the CUDA v5.5 compiler. This GPU has 15 SMs

and a peak global memory bandwidth of 336 GB/s. Results have been collected employing

the Nvidia profiler tool nvprof. All the experiments apply five levels of decomposition to
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images of size ranging from 1024× 1024 to 10240× 10240. The data structures employed

to store the image samples are of 16 bits. Floats of 32 bits are employed to perform all

computations of the CDF 9/7 since they provide enough arithmetic precision for image

coding applications.

The first test evaluates the performance achieved by the proposed method and compares

it to the best implementation found in the literature [8]. The implementation in [8] is con-

figured to obtain maximum performance in this GPU using the maximum shared memory

size. Fig. 2.7(a) and (c) depict the results achieved for both the reversible CDF 5/3 and

the irreversible CDF 9/7 wavelet transforms. The horizontal axis of the figures is the size

of the image, measured as the number of image samples, whereas the vertical axis is the

performance. The metric employed to evaluate the performance is the number of samples

processed per unit of time. The plots with the label “proposed” depict the performance

of our method when the data of the blocks are stored in the registers. To compare the

performance achieved by the use of registers vs the use of shared memory, these figures

also report the performance achieved with the GTX TITAN Black when our implementa-

tion uses a buffer in the shared memory to hold all the data.2 To assess the increase in

performance achieved with different Nvidia architectures, Fig. 2.7(b) and (d) depict the

results achieved with a Tesla M2090 GPU (Fermi architecture). Data blocks of size 64 ×
20 and thread blocks of 128 are employed for all implementations. In our implementation,

thread blocks of 128 achieve the best results. Thread blocks of 64 may obtain slightly bet-

ter performance in some applications, especially when using Maxwell architectures (and

onwards). In our case the differences between blocks of 128 and 64 are negligible. As seen

in Fig. 2.7, both the forward and the reverse application of the wavelet transform achieve

similar performance since they perform practically the same operations in the inverse order.

The experimental results of Fig. 2.7 indicate that the performance speedup between

Fermi and Kepler achieved by [8] is approximately 1.7 for both the CDF 5/3 and 9/7 trans-

form. The performance speedup achieved by our implementation is 2.3 and 3, respectively

for the 5/3 and 9/7. This difference is because our implementation exploits very efficiently

the resources of the Kepler architecture. Furthermore, note that the performance achieved
2Such a strategy does not explicitly use the registers, so all data are kept in the shared memory. It is

configured to avoid bank conflicts in the shared memory and to employ the maximum shared memory size,
maximizing performance.
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Table 2.4: Evaluation of the total number of instructions executed and global memory accesses
performed by the proposed method and by the implementation in [8] (Kepler architecture). Results
are for the forward transform.

instructions executed (x103) mem. accesses (x103)

image size proposed [8] incr.
proposed

incr. proposed [8] incr.
(sh. mem.)

C
D

F
5/

3 1024× 1024 982 3554 3.62 1618 1.64 208 348 1.67
2048× 2048 3804 12350 3.25 6224 1.63 822 1395 1.70
4096× 4096 14926 44541 2.98 24357 1.63 3287 5587 1.70
8192× 8192 59 K 167 K 2.83 96 K 1.63 13 K 22 K 1.69

C
D

F
9/

7 1024× 1024 2026 5370 2.65 3743 1.84 210 366 1.74
2048× 2048 7847 18921 2.41 14456 1.84 825 1396 1.69
4096× 4096 31200 69266 2.22 57513 1.84 3313 5588 1.69
8192× 8192 124 K 263 K 2.12 229 K 1.84 13 K 23 K 1.67

by our implementation when using the Tesla M2090 GPU (Fermi architecture) is even

higher (1.4 on average) than that of [8] when using the GTX TITAN Black (Kepler archi-

tecture). When comparing the results achieved by both implementations with the Kepler

architecture, the results of Fig. 2.7 show that the proposed register-based implementation

is significantly faster than the method presented in [8]. Though it depends on the wavelet

transform and the size of the input data, speedups ranging approximately from 3.5 to almost

5 are achieved. The gain in performance is caused by the novel programming methodology

based on the use of registers, which results in a lower number of instructions executed and

a lower number of global memory accesses. This can be seen in Table 2.4. The columns

with the label “increase” in this table report the increase ratio in the number of instructions

or accesses with respect to the proposed method. The implementation in [8] executes three

times more instructions and around 70% more memory accesses than ours. This corre-

sponds with the theoretical analysis of Section 2.3 (Table 2.1).

The results of Fig. 2.7(a) and (c) also indicate that, in our implementation, the use

of registers speedups the execution from 3.5 to 9 times with respect to the use of shared

memory. As mentioned previously, the use of shared memory significantly decreases the

performance due to a low occupancy of the device and the fact that data have to be moved
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from the shared memory to the registers to perform arithmetic operations. The occupancy

achieved by “proposed sh. mem.” is 12%, as opposed to the 45% achieved when using

registers. The low occupancy achieved by the use of shared memory is constrained by

the amount of shared memory assigned per thread block. Though this occupancy could

be increased by reducing the data block size, the number of instructions executed is then

significantly increased and so the overall performance is reduced. As seen in Table 2.4,

when the proposed method employs shared memory instead of registers, the number of

instructions is increased in approximately 60% and 80% for the 5/3 and 9/7 transform,

respectively. This is due to the operations that move the data from the shared memory

to the registers. The number of memory accesses performed by the proposed method is

the same regardless of using registers or shared memory, so it is not shown in the table.

We note that these results correspond with [8], in which it was already indicated that the

block-based scheme employing shared memory is not efficient. The use of the proposed

register-based strategy enhances the performance of such a scheme greatly.

Another observation that stems from Fig. 2.7 is that our method achieves regular perfor-

mance regardless of the image size, indicating that it scales well with the size of the input

data. This is seen in the figure as the almost straight plot of our implementation. Only for

small images the performance decreases due to low experimental occupancy.

2.4.1 Analysis of execution bottleneck

The aim of the next test is to identify the execution bottleneck. To this end, it separately

evaluates the time spent by the arithmetic operations and the time spent by the global mem-

ory accesses in our register-based implementation. Fig. 2.8 depicts the results achieved by

the forward application of both the 5/3 and 9/7 transform. Again, the horizontal axis of

the figure is the number of image samples, whereas the vertical axis is the execution time.

The plot with the label “global memory accesses” reports the time spent by reading and

writing all data from/to the global memory in an implementation in which all arithmetic

operations are removed. The plot with the label “arithmetic operations” reports the time

spent by the arithmetic operations in an implementation in which all memory accesses are

removed. The plot with the label “total time” is our original implementation with both
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Figure 2.8: Evaluation of the execution time spent to perform only the arithmetic operations, ac-
cesses to the global memory, and both the arithmetic operations and accesses (total time), for the
forward application of the (a) CDF 5/3 transform and (b) the CDF 9/7 transform.

memory accesses and arithmetic operations.

It is worth noting in Fig. 2.8 that the time spent to perform the arithmetic operations is

less than that spent for the memory accesses. As it is also observed in the figure, the over-

lapping of the arithmetic operations with the memory accesses is carried out efficiently.

If the arithmetic operations were not overlapped with the memory accesses, the total ex-

ecution time should be the sum of both. If the overlapping were realized perfectly, the

execution time should be the maximum of both. These results indicate that the proposed

method is mostly memory bounded, especially for the 5/3 transform. As previously stated,

such an overlapping is achieved thanks to the large number of on-the-fly requests to the

global memory carried out in our implementation.

As seen in Fig. 2.8 (and also in Fig. 2.7), the performance achieved with the reversible

CDF 5/3 transform is approximately 40% higher than that achieved with the irreversible

CDF 9/7. This difference is caused by two factors. First, the 9/7 has J = 2, so its lifting

scheme requires twice the number of arithmetic operations as that of the 5/3 (see Table 2.4).

The amount of time required to execute the arithmetic instructions of the 9/7 is also twice

that required by the 5/3 (see Fig. 2.8). Thanks to the overlapping of the arithmetic opera-

tions with the memory accesses, the total execution time of the 9/7 is not doubled. Nonethe-

less, the overlapping achieved by the 9/7 is not as effective as that achieved by the 5/3. The
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second factor behind the lower performance achieved with the 9/7 is that the blocks in the

9/7 need larger halos than with the 5/3, requiring more memory accesses. The time spent

by the 9/7 transform to carry out the memory accesses is approximately 30% higher than

that spent by the 5/3. Even so, in Table 2.4 the number of memory accesses carried out

by both transforms is the same because the extra memory accesses (corresponding to the

larger halos of the 9/7) are reused in the on-chip cache. In practice, the 9/7 performs 40%

more memory accesses to the on-chip cache than the 5/3 (data not shown), increasing the

time spent by the memory accesses. We note that large on-chip caches can hold more data

reused for the halos, reducing the computational time.

The aim of the next test is to appraise whether our implementation is bounded by the

memory bandwidth or by the memory latency. The results of Fig. 2.9 depict the experi-

mentally measured bandwidth. As reported by Nvidia, 100% usage of the peak memory

bandwidth is not attainable in practice. The maximum attainable can be approximated

by that obtained by the Nvidia SDK bandwidth test. In the GTX TITAN Black, this test

achieves an usage of 70%. Our implementation achieves an average bandwidth of 65%

and 50% for the 5/3 and 9/7 transform, respectively. These results reveal that the imple-

mentation applying the 5/3 transform is bounded by the global memory bandwidth. The

9/7 does not reach the maximum bandwidth usage and so more parallelism (by means of

more thread- and instruction-level parallelism) could improve its performance. The reverse

application of the transforms achieves lower bandwidth usage due to the more scattered

access pattern that they use when reading the image since each warp fetches data from four

different subbands.

2.4.2 Evaluation in other devices

The last test evaluates the performance of our register-based implementation in four differ-

ent GPUs. The features of the employed devices are shown in Table 2.5. The Tesla M2090

has a Fermi architecture, the GTX 680 and GTX TITAN Black have a Kepler architecture,

and the GTX 750 Ti has the Maxwell architecture. The four devices have different memory

bandwidth. The experimental bandwidth depicted in the table is computed with the Nvidia

SDK bandwidth test. The results achieved with these devices can be found in Table 2.6 and
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Figure 2.9: Evaluation of the global memory bandwidth usage achieved by the proposed method.
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Figure 2.10: Evaluation of the execution time weighted by the experimentally measured global
memory bandwidth in different GPUs, for the forward application of the 5/3 transform.

Fig. 2.10. The table reports the execution time for both the 5/3 and 9/7 transform, whereas

the figure depicts the execution time multiplied by the global memory bandwidth of each

device, for the forward application of the 5/3 transform. As seen in Table 2.5, the execution
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Table 2.5: Features of the GPUs employed.

Tesla M2090 GTX 680 GTX TITAN Black GTX 750 Ti

compute capability 2.0 3.0 3.5 5.0
clock frequency 1301 MHz 1006 MHz 889 MHz 1020 MHz

SMs 16 8 15 5
number of cores 512 1536 2880 640

register space per SM 128 KB 256 KB 256 KB 256 KB
shared memory per SM 48 KB 48 KB 48 KB 64 KB
size of global memory 6144 MB 2048 MB 6144 MB 2048 MB

memory bandwidth (theoretical) 177.6 GB/s 192.2 GB/s 336 GB/s 86.4 GB/s
memory bandwidth (experimental) 138.11 GB/s 146.4 GB/s 234 GB/s 67.1 GB/s

size of on-chip L2 cache 768 KB 512 KB 1536 KB 2048 KB
peak GFLOPS (single precision) 1331 3090 5121 1306

Table 2.6: Evaluation of the execution time achieved with different GPUs, for the forward applica-
tion of the 5/3 and 9/7 transform using 5 decomposition levels.

execution time (in µs)
image size Tesla M2090 GTX 680 GTX TITAN Black GTX 750 Ti

C
D

F
5/

3 1024× 1024 100 70 55 125
2048× 2048 278 204 139 370
4096× 4096 983 698 467 1305
8192× 8192 3782 3038 1741 5021

C
D

F
9/

7 1024× 1024 176 97 79 171
2048× 2048 538 282 194 540
4096× 4096 1997 1024 652 1990
8192× 8192 7811 3960 2490 7686

time achieved is mainly related to the memory bandwidth. The GTX TITAN Black has the

highest bandwidth and so the lowest execution time, followed by the GTX 680, the GTX

750 Ti, and the Tesla M2090. Despite the differences seen in this table, note in Fig. 2.10

that the performance of both the GTX TITAN Black and the GTX 680 is almost the same

considering their difference in the global memory bandwidth. This figure also discloses that

the GTX 750 Ti, which has the highest compute capability and the largest on-chip cache,

achieves slightly better performance than the remaining devices considering its memory

bandwidth. The small irregularities achieved by the GTX 680 in Fig. 2.10 may be because
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this GPU has the smallest on-chip cache and the fewest number of SMs, which may affect

its performance for some image sizes. As seen in the figure, the Tesla M2090 achieves

the lowest performance because the Fermi architecture has half the register memory space

per SM as that of Kepler and Maxwell architectures, which reduces the device occupancy.

Also, because it does not employ shuffle instructions.

2.5 Summary

This research proposes an implementation of the DWT in a GPU using a register-based

strategy. This kind of implementation strategy became feasible in the Kepler CUDA archi-

tecture due to the expansion of the register memory space and the introduction of instruc-

tions to allow data sharing in the registers. The key features of the proposed method are

the use of the register memory space to perform all operations and an effective block-based

partitioning scheme and thread-to-data mapping that permit the assignment of warps to pro-

cess all data of a block. Experimental evidence indicates that the proposed register-based

strategy obtains better performance than the ones using shared memory, since it requires

fewer instructions and achieves higher GPU occupancy.

Experimental analyses suggest that the proposed implementation is memory bounded.

The global memory bandwidth achieved is close to the experimental maximum, and most of

the computation is overlapped with the memory accesses. Since most of the global memory

traffic is unavoidable (i.e., employed to read the input image and to write the output data),

we conclude that the execution times achieved by the proposed implementation are close to

the limits attainable in current architectures. Compared to the state of the art, our register-

based implementation achieves speedups of 4, on average. The implementation employed

in this work is left freely available in [41].

Conceptually, the application of the DWT can also be seen as a stencil pattern [26].

Stencils, and other algorithms with similar data reuse patterns, may also benefit from an

implementation strategy similar to that described in this work.
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Chapter 3

Bitplane Image Coding with Parallel
Coefficient Processing

Image coding systems have been traditionally tailored for Multiple Instruction, Multiple

Data (MIMD) computing. Bitplane coding techniques are no exception. They partition a

(transformed) image in codeblocks that can be efficiently coded in the cores of MIMD-

based processors. Unfortunately, current bitplane coding strategies can not fully profit

from SIMD processors, such as GPUs, due to its inherently sequential coding task. This

chapter presents Bitplane Image Coding with Parallel Coefficient Processing (BPC-PaCo),

a coding method that can process many coefficients within a codeblock in parallel and

synchronously. The scanning order, the arithmetic coder, the context formation, and the

probability model of the coding engine have been re-formulated. Experimental results sug-

gest that the penalization in coding performance of BPC-PaCo with respect to traditional

strategies is almost negligible.

Over the past 20 years, the computational complexity of image coding systems has

been increased notably. Codecs of the early nineties were based on computationally simple

techniques like the discrete cosine transform (DCT) and Huffman coding [42]. Since then,

techniques have been sophisticated to provide higher compression efficiency and enhanced

features. Currently, image compression standards such as JPEG2000 [19] or HEVC intra-

coding [43] employ complex algorithms that transform and scan the image multiple times.

This escalation in computational complexity continues in each new generation of coding

37
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systems.

In general, modern coding schemes tackle the computational complexity by means of

fragmenting the image in sets of (transformed) samples, called codeblocks, that do not

hold (or hold in a well-orderly way) dependencies among them. Each codeblock [21], or

group of codeblocks [44], can be coded independently from the others employing the inner-

most algorithms of the codec. These algorithms scan the samples repetitively, producing

symbols that are fed to an entropy coder. Key in such a system is the context formation

and the probability model, which determine probability estimates employed by the entropy

coder. Commonly, the samples are visited in a sequential order so that the probability

model can adaptively adjust the estimates as more data are coded. In many image coding

systems [23–25, 45, 46], these algorithms employ bitplane coding strategies and context-

adaptive arithmetic coders.

Modern CPUs are mainly based on the MIMD principle, and because of this, they han-

dle well the computational complexity of image coding systems. The tasks of the image

codec are straightforwardly mapped to the CPU: each codeblock is simply assigned to a

core that runs a bitplane coding engine. This parallel processing of codeblocks is called

macroscopic parallelism [21]. Microscopic parallelism refers to parallel strategies of data

coding within a codeblock. There are few such strategies due to the difficulty to unlock

the data dependencies that arise when the coefficients are processed in a sequential fashion.

Also, because most codecs are tailored for their execution in CPUs, so parallelization in

the bitplane coding stage is not appealing. It has not been until recent years that micro-

scopic parallelism has become attractive due to the upraising of GPUs, among other SIMD

accelerators.

The fine level of parallelism required for SIMD computing can only be achieved in

image coding systems via microscopic parallel strategies. Even so, the current trend is to

implement already developed coding schemes for their execution in GPUs. GPU imple-

mentations of JPEG2000 are found in [4, 9, 47, 48] and there exist commercial products

like [49] as well. The JPEG XR standard is implemented in [50], and video coding stan-

dards are studied in [51, 52]. Other coding schemes such as EBCOT and wavelet lower

trees are also implemented in GPUs in [6] and [53], respectively. Such implementations

reduce the execution time of CPU-based implementations. Nonetheless, none of them can
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fully exploit the resources of the GPU due to the aforementioned sequential coefficient

processing.

This chapter introduces Bitplane Image Coding with Parallel Coefficient Processing

(BPC-PaCo), a wavelet-based coding strategy tailored for SIMD computing. To this end,

a new scanning order, context formation, probability model, and arithmetic coder are de-

vised. All the proposed mechanisms permit the processing of the samples in parallel or

sequentially, allowing efficient implementations for both SIMD and MIMD computing.

The coding performance achieved by the proposed method is similar to that of JPEG2000.

This chapter describes the employed techniques and assesses their performance from an

image coding perspective.

This chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.1 presents some preliminary background

concepts. Section 3.2 describes the proposed bitplane coding strategy. Section 3.3 assesses

its coding performance through experimental results carried out for four different corpora

of images. The last section concludes with a brief summary.

3.1 Introduction to Bitplane Coding

The bitplane coding strategy proposed in this chapter can be employed in any wavelet-based

compression scheme. We adopt the framework of JPEG2000 due to its excellent coding

performance and advanced features. A conventional JPEG2000 implementation is struc-

tured in three main coding stages [21]: data transformation, data coding, and codestream

re-organization. The first stage applies the wavelet transform and quantizes wavelet coeffi-

cients. This represents approximately 15∼20% of the overall coding task and does not pose

a challenge for its implementation in SIMD architectures [1, 3, 8, 10, 13, 27, 54]. After data

transformation, the image is partitioned in small sets of wavelet coefficients, the so-called

codeblocks. Data coding is carried out in each codeblock independently. It represents ap-

proximately 70∼75% of the coding task. The routines employed in this stage are based

on bitplane coding and context-adaptive arithmetic coding. The last stage re-organizes the

final codestream in quality layers that include segments of the bitstreams produced for each

codeblock in the previous stage. Commonly, the codestream re-organization is carried out

employing rate-distortion optimization techniques [55, 56], representing less than 10% of
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the coding task.

Bitplane coding strategies work as follows. Let [bM−1, bM−2, ..., b1, b0], bi ∈ {0, 1}
be the binary representation of an integer υ which represents the magnitude of the index

obtained by quantizing wavelet coefficient ω, with M being a sufficient number of bits to

represent all coefficients. The collection of bits bj from all coefficients is called a bitplane.

Bits are coded from the most significant bitplane M − 1 to the least significant bitplane 0.

The first non-zero bit of the binary representation of υ is denoted by bs and is referred to

as the significant bit. The sign of the coefficient is denoted by d ∈ {+,−} and is coded

immediately after bs, so that the decoder can begin approximating ω as soon as possible.

The bits br, r < s are referred to as refinement bits.

JPEG2000 codes each bitplane employing three coding passes [21] called significance

propagation pass (SPP), magnitude refinement pass (MRP), and cleanup pass (CP). The

SPP and CP perform significance coding. They visit those coefficients that did not become

significant in previous bitplanes, coding whether they become significant in the current

bitplane or not. The difference between them is that the SPP visits coefficients that are

more likely to become significant. The MRP refines the magnitude of coefficients that

became significant in previous bitplanes. The order of the coding passes in each bitplane is

SPP, MRP, and CP except for the most significant bitplane, in which only the CP is applied.

This three coding pass scheme is convenient for rate-distortion optimization purposes [46].

3.2 Proposed bitplane coding strategy

A parallel bitplane coding strategy must be deterministic, i.e., the parallel execution must

unambiguously correspond to an equivalent sequential execution. The codestream gener-

ated or processed by both the parallel and sequential versions of the algorithm must be the

same. Three mechanisms of the bitplane coder have been re-formulated keeping in mind

this purpose: the scanning order, the context formation and its probability model, and the

arithmetic coder.
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3.2.1 Scanning order

Scanning orders visit coefficients employing a pre-defined sequence. Typical sequences

are row by row or column by column [44], in zig zag [57], using stripes of 4 rows that are

scanned from left to right [19], or via quadtree strategies [25]. Regardless of the scanning

sequence, all methods visit coefficients in a consecutive fashion, which prevents parallelism

while executing a coding pass. The only way to achieve microscopic parallelism in current

bitplane coding engines is to execute coding passes in parallel. JPEG2000, for instance,

provides the RESET, RESTART, and CAUSAL coding variations to achieve it. The main

problem of coding pass parallelism is that in order to code a coefficient in the current

pass, some information of its neighbors coded in previous passes may be needed. This is

addressed by delaying the beginning of the execution of each coding pass some coefficients

with respect to its immediately previous pass [21, 58]. Such an elaborate strategy is not

suitable for SIMD computing since each coding pass carries out different operations, which

generates divergence among threads.

The proposed method achieves microscopic parallelism by means of coding T coeffi-

cients in parallel during the execution of a coding pass, where T is the width of an SIMD

vector instruction. Sets of T threads perform the same operation to different coefficients,

so vector instructions can be naturally mapped to process each codeblock. Fig. 3.1(a) de-

picts the scanning order employed. The light- and dark-blue dots in the figure represent

the coefficients within a codeblock. The coefficients are organized in vertical stripes that

contain two columns. Each stripe is processed by a thread. Coefficients are scanned from

the top to the bottom row, and from the left to the right coefficient. All coefficients in the

same position of the stripes are processed at the same time.

The scanning order of Fig. 3.1(a) is highly efficient for context formation purposes.

Let us explain further. As seen in the following section, the context of a coefficient is

determined via its eight adjacent neighbors. All information coded in previous passes is

available when forming the context since such information has been already transmitted

to the decoder. Also, information coded in the current coding pass that belongs to those

neighbors visited before the current coefficient can also be employed. This information is

valuable since it helps to predict with higher precision the symbols coded. The higher the
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.1: Illustration of the proposed scanning order for (a) parallel and (b) sequential processing.

Average number of already Visited Neighbors in the current coding Pass (AVNP), the better

the coding performance. The AVNP is computed without considering those coefficients in

the border of the codeblock. Fig. 3.1(a) depicts in gray the eight adjacent neighbors of two
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coefficients, one in the left and the other in the right column of a stripe. The coefficient for

which the context is formed is depicted with a red circle. The neighbors that were already

visited in the current coding pass are depicted with a white cross. The coefficients in the left

column (depicted in light blue) have 3 already visited neighbors, whereas the coefficients

in the right column have 5. So the AVNP achieved by the proposed scanning order is 4.

JPEG2000 and other coding systems employing sequential scanning orders also achieve an

AVNP of 4.

The sequential version of the proposed scanning order is depicted in Fig. 3.1(b). As

seen in the figure, all light-blue coefficients of a row are visited first from left to right,

followed by the dark-blue coefficients. The same routine is carried out in each row, from

the top to the bottom of the codeblock. Since the parallel operation is synchronous and

deterministic, the context formation resulting from the parallel and sequential version of

this scanning order is identical. This scanning order does not use fast-coding primitives

such as the run mode of JPEG2000 since they do not provide significant coding gains when

employed with the proposed probability model [46].

The scanning order of BPC-PaCo is employed with the same coding passes as those

defined in JPEG2000. Though other schemes may be utilized, the three-coding pass strat-

egy of JPEG2000 is adopted herein due to its high coding efficiency [46]. The number of

significant bitplanes coded for each codeblock is signaled in the headers of the codestream.

3.2.2 Context formation and probability model

The contexts employed for significance coding use the significance state of the eight adja-

cent neighbors of coefficient ω. The neighbors of ω are denoted by ωk, with k ∈ {↑,↗,→
,↘, ↓,↙,←,↖} referring to the neighbor in the top, top-right, right,. . . position, respec-

tively. The magnitude of the quantization index of these neighbors is denoted by υk. The

significance state of υk in bitplane j is denoted by Φ(υk, j). It is 1 when its significance bit

(i.e., bs) has already been coded. Clearly, this definition includes all neighbors that became

significant in bitplanes higher than the current, i.e., Φ(υk, j) = 1 if s > j. It also includes

the neighbors that become significant in the current bitplane –and that are already visited in

the current coding pass–, i.e., Φ(υk, j) = 1 if s = j and υk is already visited. Otherwise,
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Φ(υk, j) = 0.

The contexts employed for significance coding are denoted by φsig(·). They are com-

puted as the sum of the significance state of the eight adjacent neighbors of ω, more pre-

cisely, the context of υ at bitplane j is computed as

φsig(υ, j) =
∑
k

Φ(υk, j) . (3.1)

Therefore, φsig(·) ∈ {0, ..., 8}. Although other works in the literature [24,45,59] determine

the context depending on the position of the significance neighbors, the analysis in [60]

shows that simple context formation approaches like (3.1) also achieve competitive coding

performance. This approach is employed herein due to its computational simplicity.

The contexts employed for sign coding are similar to those of JPEG2000 since they

obtain high efficiency. Sign contexts employ the sign of the neighbors in the vertical and

horizontal positions. Let χ(ωk, j) represent the sign of ωk when coding bitplane j. χ(ωk, j)
is 0 if the coefficient is not significant, otherwise is 1 and −1 for positive and negative

coefficients, respectively. Then, χV = χ(ω↑, j)+χ(ω↓, j) and χH = χ(ω←, j)+χ(ω→, j).

Context φsign(ω, j) is computed according to

φsign(ω, j) =



0 if (χV > 0 and χH > 0) or

(χV < 0 and χH < 0)

1 if χV = 0 and χH 6= 0

2 if χV 6= 0 and χH = 0

3 otherwise

. (3.2)

Contexts for refinement coding should be based on computationally intensive tech-

niques such as the local average, or otherwise use only one context for all refinement bits,

as suggested in [60]. Herein, the latter approach is used for computational simplicity, so

φref (υ, j) = 0.
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The contexts are employed together with the probability model to determine the prob-

ability estimate that is fed to the arithmetic coder. Conventional probability models adap-

tively adjust the probability estimates of the symbols as more data are coded. Such models

are convenient since they are computationally simple, achieve high compression efficiency,

and avoid a pre-processing step to collect statistics of the data. Compression standards

such as JBIG [61], JPEG2000 [19], and HEVC [43] employ them. Unfortunately, context-

adaptive models cannot be employed herein. To do so, the probability adaptation should be

carried out for all data of the codeblock, which is not possible due to the parallel processing

of coefficients. Such models achieve poor performance when coding short sequences [58],

so to use them independently for each stripe is not effective.

The proposed bitplane coder employs a stationary probability model that uses a fixed

probability for each context and bitplane. As shown in [58], this model is based on the

empirical evidence that the probabilities employed to code all symbols with a context are

mostly regular in the same bitplane. The probability estimates are precomputed off-line and

stored in a lookup table (LUT) that is known by the encoder and the decoder, so there is no

need to transmit it. The LUT contains one probability estimate per context and bitplane for

each wavelet subband. It is accessed as Pu[j][φ{sig|sign|ref}(·)], providing the probability of

the symbol coded. u denotes the wavelet subband. Note that such a probability model does

not need the adaptive probability tables employed in context-adaptive arithmetic coders

such as the MQ.

The probability estimates needed to populate the LUTs are determined as follows. Let

Fu(v | φsig(υ, j)) denote the probability mass function (pmf) of the quantization indices at

bitplane j given their significance context. This pmf is computed for each wavelet subband

using the data from all images in a training set. Its support is [0, ..., 2j+1−1] since it contains

quantization indices that were not significant in bitplanes greater than j. The probability

estimates used to populate the LUTs are generated by integrating the pmfs to obtain the

probabilities of emitting 0 or 1 in the corresponding contexts. Let us denote the probability

that bj is 0 during significance coding by Psig(bj = 0 | φsig(υ, j)). This probability is

determined from the corresponding pmf according to
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Psig(bj = 0 | φsig(υ, j)) =

2j−1∑
υ=0

Fu(υ | φsig(υ, j))

2j+1−1∑
υ=0

Fu(υ | φsig(υ, j))
=

2j−1∑
υ=0

Fu(υ | φsig(υ, j))

1 =
2j−1∑
υ=0

Fu(υ | φsig(υ, j)) .

(3.3)

The probability estimates for refinement and sign coding are derived similarly. The

LUT is different for each image type since the probability model exploits the fact that the

data produced after transforming images of the same type (e.g., natural, medical, etc.) with

the same wavelet filter-bank are statistically similar [60, 62, 63]. A more in-depth study on

this stationary probability model can be found in [58].

3.2.3 Arithmetic coder

The symbol and its probability estimate are fed to an arithmetic coder. Conventional arith-

metic coding works as follows. The coder begins by segmenting the interval of real num-

bers [0, 1) into two subintervals. The size of the subintervals is chosen according to the

probability estimate of the symbol. The first symbol is coded by selecting its correspond-

ing subinterval. Then, this procedure is repeated within the selected subintervals for the

following symbols. The transmission of any number within the range of the final subin-

terval guarantees that the reverse procedure decodes the original message losslessly. The

number transmitted is generally referred to as codeword.

Most arithmetic coders employed for image compression produce variable-to-variable

length codes. This is, a variable number of input symbols are coded with a codeword of a

priori unknown length. In JPEG2000, for instance, all data of a codeblock is coded with

a single –and commonly very long– codeword. Practical realizations of arithmetic coders

operate with hardware registers of 16 or 32 bits, so the generation of the codeword is carried

out progressively. Roughly described, this is done as follows. Let [L,R) denote the current

interval of the coder, with L and R being the fractional part of the left and right boundaries
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of the interval stored in hardware registers. Assume that the leftmost bits of the binary

representations of L and R are not equal in the current interval. When a new symbol is

coded, this interval is further reduced to [L′, R′). If the leftmost bits of L′ and R′ are then

equal, all following segmentations of the interval will also start with those same bit(s) since

L ≤ L′ ≤ . . . ≤ R′ ≤ R. This permits to dispatch the leftmost bits of L′ and R′ that are

identical and to shift the remaining bits of the registers to the left. This procedure is called

renormalization.

Two aspects of conventional arithmetic coding prevent its use in the proposed bitplane

coding strategy. The first is the generation of a single codeword. The scanning order de-

scribed above utilizes T threads that code data in parallel. Forcing them to produce a single

codeword would require to code their output in a sequential order, ruining the parallelism.

The second aspect is the computational complexity of current arithmetic coders. Part of

this complexity is due to the renormalization procedure, which requires conditionals and

repositioning operations as explained before.

These aspects are addressed herein by means of a new technique that employs mul-

tiple arithmetic coders that work in parallel and generate fixed-length codewords that are

optimally positioned in the bitstream. As previously described, each thread codes all data

of a stripe. The coefficients coded by a thread are visited in a sequential order, so an

arithmetic coder can be individually employed to code all symbols emitted for a stripe.

Instead of using conventional arithmetic coding, we employ an arithmetic coder that gener-

ates codewords of fixed length [64–68]. Variable-to-fixed length arithmetic coding avoids

renormalization, reducing the complexity of the coder [68]. It uses an integer interval with

a pre-defined range, say [0, 2W − 1] with W being the length of the codeword (in bits).

The division of the interval is carried out in a similar way as with conventional arithmetic

coding until its size is less than 2. Then, the number within the last interval is dispatched

to the bitstream and a new interval is set (see below).

The codewords produced in each stripe are sorted generating a single quality-embedded

bitstream for all stripes that can be truncated at any point so that the quality of the recovered

image is maximized. Such a bitstream is similar to that produced by conventional image

codecs, so it can be employed in the same framework of rate-distortion optimization defined

in JPEG2000 to construct layers of quality and/or different progression orders [21]. In the
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of the sorting technique employed to situate the codewords in the bitstream
when encoding.

encoder, the bitstream is constructed as follows. Each time that a thread initializes its

interval (because is the beginning of coding or because the interval is exhausted and a new

symbol needs to be coded), W bits are reserved at the end of the bitstream. This space is

reserved –but it is not filled– at this instant because the interval of the thread has just been

initialized, so the codeword is still not available. After coding some symbols (possibly

from different coding passes), the interval of this thread is exhausted, so its codeword is

put in the reserved space. Fig. 3.2 illustrates an example of this sorting technique. All

stripes in the figure have its own space in the bitstream, which was reserved when needed.

The coefficients depicted with a red circle are those currently visited. When the thread

processing the fifth stripe emits its symbol, it exhausts its interval, so the codeword is put

in the space that was reserved for this thread. Note that this thread does not reserve a new

space at the end of the bitstream at this instant but it will do it when coding a new symbol.

Evidently, if two or more threads need to reserve space at the same instant, some priority

must be employed. In order to provide determinism, stripes on the left have higher priority.

When the coding of the codeblock data finishes, the arithmetic coders put their codewords

in the bitstream, without needing a byte flush operation.

As previously stated, the order in which the codewords are sorted minimizes the dis-

tortion at any truncation point. This can be seen from the perspective of the decoder. All
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the threads need a non-exhausted interval to decode the data of their corresponding stripes.

The first thread that –while decoding– exhausts its interval stops the whole decoding pro-

cedure for that codeblock since all threads are synchronized. The codewords are sorted so

that, at any instant of the decoding, the thread that exhausts its interval and needs to decode

a new symbol can found its immediately next codeword at the immediately next position

of the bitstream. In other words, any thread of the decoder only needs to read the next W

bits of the bitstream when its interval is exhausted and a new symbol is to be decoded.

This decodes the maximum amount of data for any given segment of the bitstream, thus the

distortion of the reconstructed coefficients is minimized.

The proposed arithmetic coding technique slightly penalizes the coding performance

with respect to an implementation that produces a single codeword. This is because ei-

ther if the bitstream is truncated for rate-distortion optimization purposes, or if it is fully

transmitted, the last codeword that is read for each stripe may contain some bits that are

not really needed to decode the data of the corresponding coding pass. Since the proposed

strategy utilizes T stripes, these excess bits may not be negligible. The penalization in

coding performance decreases as more data are coded in each stripe. We found that the

coding of two columns is a good tradeoff between coding performance and parallelism.

Evidently, the implementation of the proposed method in hardware architectures such as

FPGAs would require the replication of the arithmetic coder. Replication is a common

strategy to obtain high performance codecs [69].

3.2.4 Algorithm

The encoding procedures of BPC-PaCo are embodied in Algorithm 2. One procedure per

coding pass is specified. These procedures detail the operations carried out for a stripe.

The “ACencode” procedure describes the operations of the arithmetic coder. The scanning

order is specified in the first two lines of the “SPP”, “MRP”, and “CP” procedures. The

(quantized) coefficient visited is denoted by (υy,x) ωy,x, with y, x indicating its row and

column within the codeblock, respectively. The SPP and CP check whether the visited

coefficient is significant in previous bitplanes or not. If not, they code bit bj of the quantized

coefficient. The SPP only visits coefficients that have at least one significant neighbor (i.e.,
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those that have φsig(υy,x, j) 6= 0), whereas the CP visits all non-significant coefficients

that were not coded by the SPP. The MRP codes the bit bj of all coefficients that became

significant in previous bitplanes.

The “ACencode” procedure codes all symbols emitted. The interval of stripe t is stored

in registers L[t] and S[t], which are the left boundary and the size minus one of the interval,

respectively. Since the length of the codewords is W , both L[t] and S[t] are integers in

the range [0, 2W − 1]. The codeword is dispatched to the bitstream in lines 13-15 of this

procedure when the interval is exhausted. Note that when S[t] = 0, L[t] represents the final

number within the interval or, in other words, the emitted codeword. If a new symbol is

coded and S[t] = 0, the procedure reserves W bits and sets L[t] ← 0 and S[t] ← 2W − 1
(see lines 1-5).

The interval division is carried out in lines 6-12. When the symbol is 0 or −, the lower

subinterval is kept, so the interval size is reduced to

S[t]← (S[t] · p)� P̂ , (3.4)

and L[t] is left unmodified. � above denotes a bit shift to the right. p is the probability of

the symbol to be 0/+ expressed in the range [0, 2P̂ − 1], determined according to

p = bPsig(bj = 0 | φsig(υ, j)) · 2P̂c (3.5)

for significance coding, and equivalently for refinement and sign coding. b·c denotes the

floor operation. As seen in Algorithm 2, p is the value that is stored in the LUTs, so (3.5)

is computed off-line. P̂ is the number of bits employed to express the symbol’s proba-

bility. The result of the multiplication in (3.4) (i.e., (S[t] · p)) must not cause arithmetic

overflow in the hardware registers, so W + P̂ ≤ 64 in modern architectures. Experimental

evidence indicates that 16 ≤ W ≤ 32 and P̂ ≥ 7 achieve competitive performance. In our

implementation W = 16 and P̂ = 7.
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Algorithm 2 BPC-PaCo encoding procedures
Initialization: S[t]← 0 ∀ 0 ≤ t < T

SPP (u subband, j bitplane, t stripe)
1: for y ∈ [0, numRows− 1] do
2: for x ∈ [t · 2, t · 2 + 1] do
3: if υy,x is not significant AND φsig(υy,x, j) 6= 0 then
4: ACencode(bj , Pu[j][φsig(υy,x, j)], t)
5: if bj = 1 then
6: ACencode(d, Pu[j][φsign(ωy,x, j)], t)
7: end if
8: end if
9: end for

10: end for

MRP (u subband, j bitplane, t stripe)
1: for y ∈ [0, numRows− 1] do
2: for x ∈ [t · 2, t · 2 + 1] do
3: if υy,x is significant in j′ > j then
4: ACencode(bj , Pu[j][φref (υy,x, j)], t)
5: end if
6: end for
7: end for

CP (u subband, j bitplane, t stripe)
1: for y ∈ [0, numRows− 1] do
2: for x ∈ [t · 2, t · 2 + 1] do
3: if υy,x is not significant AND not coded in SPP then
4: ACencode(bj , Pu[j][φsig(υy,x, j)], t)
5: if bj = 1 then
6: ACencode(d, Pu[j][φsign(ωy,x)], t)
7: end if
8: end if
9: end for

10: end for

ACencode (c symbol, p probability, t stripe)
1: if S[t] = 0 then
2: Reserve the next W bits of the bitstream
3: L[t]← 0
4: S[t]← 2W − 1
5: end if
6: if c = 0 OR c = − then
7: S[t]← (S[t] · p)� P̂
8: else
9: f ← ((S[t] · p)� P̂) + 1

10: L[t]← L[t] + f
11: S[t]← S[t]− f
12: end if
13: if S[t] = 0 then
14: Put L[t] in reserved space of the bitstream
15: end if
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The coding of 1/+ keeps the upper subinterval, so

L[t]← L[t] + ((S[t] · p)� P̂) + 1 , and

S[t]← S[t]− ((S[t] · p)� P̂)− 1 .
(3.6)

The interval division is carried out via integer multiplications and bit shifts because these

are the fastest operations in hardware architectures. Also, because floating point arithmetic

should be avoided to prevent incompatibilities with different architectures. An alternative

to (3.4), (3.6) is the use of LUTs that contain the result of these operations with relative

precision, similarly as how it is done in [21, 42, 70–73]. Our implementation employs the

above operations since they are faster than any other alternative tested.

Algorithm 3 BPC-PaCo relevant decoding procedures
Initialization: S[t]← 0 ∀ 0 ≤ t < T
ACdecode (p probability, t stripe)

1: if S[t] = 0 then
2: I[t]← read the next W bits of the bitstream
3: S[t]← 2W − 1
4: L[t]← 0
5: end if
6: f ← ((S[t] · p)� P̂) + 1
7: g ← L[t] + f
8: if I[t] ≥ g then
9: c← 1 OR +

10: S[t]← S[t]− f
11: L[t]← g
12: else
13: c← 0 OR −
14: S[t]← f − 1
15: end if
16: return c

The decoding procedures of the SPP, MRP, and CP are similar to those of the encoder,

so they are not detailed. Algorithm 3 describes the decoding procedure of the arithmetic

coder. In this procedure, I[t] is the codeword read from the bitstream for stripe t. The

procedure is similar to that of the encoder. An extended description of the arithmetic coder

employed in Algorithms 2 and 3 can be found in [68].
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The sequential version of BPC-PaCo carries out the same instructions detailed above

except that the two loops in lines 1 and 2 of the coding passes are replaced by loops that

implement the scanning order depicted in Fig. 3.1(b). The call to “ACencode” or “ACde-

code” replaces t by x/2, so that each stripe employs a different interval. Also, sign coding

is computed slightly different. In the parallel version, it is carried out just after emitting

bit bj . In the sequential version, the sign can not be emitted just after bj since that would

produce a different bitstream from that obtained by the parallel algorithm. When the coeffi-

cients are coded sequentially, sign coding for the odd (even) coefficients must be carried out

just before starting the significance coding of the even (odd) coefficients of the same (next)

row. This is necessary to ensure that the codewords are sorted in the bitstream identically

in both versions of the algorithm.

The replacement of the original algorithms of JPEG2000 by the proposed bitplane cod-

ing strategy does not sacrifice any feature of the coding system. The formation of quality

layers, the use of different progression orders, the region of interest coding, or the scalabil-

ity of the system is unaffected by the use of the proposed strategy.

3.3 Experimental Results

Four corpora of images are employed to assess the performance of BPC-PaCo. The first

consists of the eight natural images of the ISO 12640-1 corpus (2048×2560, gray scale,

8 bits per sample (bps)). The second is composed of four aerial images provided by the

Cartographic Institute of Catalonia, covering vegetation and urban areas (7200×5000, gray

scale, 8 bps). The third corpus has three xRay angiography images from the medical com-

munity (512×512 with 15 components, 12 bps). The last corpus contains three AVIRIS

(Airbone Visible/Infrared Imaging Spectrometer) hyperspectral images provided by NASA

(512×512 with 224 components, 16 bps). BPC-PaCo is implemented in the framework

of JPEG2000 by replacing the bitplane coding engine and the arithmetic coder of a con-

ventional JPEG2000 codec. The resulting codestream is not compliant with JPEG2000,

though it does not undermine any feature of the standard. Our implementation BOI [74]

is employed in these experiments. Except when indicated, the coding parameters for all

tests are: 5 levels of wavelet transform, codeblocks of 64×64, single quality layer, and
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Figure 3.3: Evaluation of the lossy coding performance achieved by BPC-PaCo compared to that of
JPEG2000. Each subfigure reports the performance achieved for images from a specific corpus: (a)
natural, (b) aerial, (c) xRay, and (d) AVIRIS.

no precincts. The 9/7 and the 5/3 wavelet transforms are employed for lossy and lossless

regimes, respectively. BPC-PaCo employs the same rate-distortion optimization techniques

as those of JPEG2000, which select the coding passes of each codeblock included in the

final codestream.

The first test evaluates the coding performance achieved by BPC-PaCo as compared to

that of JPEG2000. Fig. 3.3 depicts the results achieved for the four corpora. The results are

reported as the peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) difference achieved between BPC-PaCo

and JPEG2000. The performance of JPEG2000 is depicted as the horizontal straight line in

the figures. Results below this line indicate that BPC-PaCo achieves lower PSNR than that

of JPEG2000. To avoid cluttering the figure, results for only four of the eight natural images
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are reported in Fig. 3.3(a), though similar plots are achieved for the remaining The results

of Fig. 3.3 indicate that, for natural images, the proposed method achieves PSNR values

between 0.2 to 1 dB below those of JPEG2000. As it is explained in the previous section

and analyzed below, this penalization is mainly due to the use of multiple arithmetic coders.

The results achieved by BPC-PaCo for aerial images are between 0.2 to 0.4 dB below those

of JPEG2000 at low and medium bitrates, and from 0 to 0.6 dB above those of JPEG2000

at high bitrates. For the corpus of xRay and AVIRIS images, the results are similar to those

obtained for aerial images.

For comparison purposes, Fig. 3.3(a) and 3.3(b) also report the results when the RE-

SET, RESTART, and CAUSAL coding variations of JPEG2000 are in use when coding the

first image of the natural and aerial corpus (i.e., “Portrait” and “forest1”). The results are

reported with the plot with dots. We recall that these coding variations are employed to

enable coding pass parallelism in JPEG2000 (see Section 3.2.1). When they are in use, the

coding performance difference between BPC-PaCo and JPEG2000 is reduced between 0.2

to 0.5 dB.

Table 3.1 reports the results achieved when coding all images in lossless mode. The

third column of the table reports the bitrate achieved by JPEG2000, in bps. The fourth

column reports the bitrate difference between the proposed method and JPEG2000. Again,

BPC-PaCo achieves slightly lower and higher compression efficiency than that of JPEG2000

for the corpus of natural images and for the remaining corpora, respectively. On average,

BPC-PaCo increases the length of the codestream negligibly.

The aim of the next test is to appraise three key mechanisms of the proposed bitplane

coding strategy. To this end, three modifications are carried out to BPC-PaCo. The first

replaces its arithmetic coder and utilizes the MQ coder of JPEG2000. The MQ coder em-

ploys context-adaptive mechanisms and produces a single codeword for all data coded in a

codeblock. The second modification compels the arithmetic coder of BPC-PaCo to employ

a single codeword for all stripes. Evidently, these two modifications prevent parallelism.

Their sole purpose is to appraise the coding efficiency of these two mechanisms. The

third modification removes the context formation approach and employs one context for

significance coding, one for refinement coding, and one for sign coding. Fig. 3.4 reports

the results obtained for one image of each corpus when these modifications are in use. For
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Table 3.1: Evaluation of the lossless coding performance achieved by BPC-PaCo and JPEG2000.
Results are reported in bps. The three rightmost columns report the results achieved when variations
in BPC-PaCo are employed.

BPC-PaCo with
BPC- single no

image JP2 PaCo MQ cwd. AC ctx.
IS

O
12

64
0-

1

“Portrait” 4.38 +0.09 +0.02 +0.06 +0.45
“Cafeteria” 5.28 +0.08 +0.04 +0.05 +0.49
“Fruit” 4.29 +0.17 +0.01 +0.14 +0.47
“Wine” 4.57 +0.16 +0.02 +0.13 +0.43
“Bicycle” 4.37 +0.20 +0.04 +0.16 +0.57
“Orchid” 3.58 +0.24 +0.01 +0.21 +0.59
“Musicians” 5.56 +0.11 +0.02 +0.07 +0.47
“Candle” 5.65 +0.08 +0.04 +0.04 +0.58

ae
ri

al

“forest1” 6.20 -0.04 +0.01 -0.08 +0.12
“forest2” 6.28 -0.05 +0.01 -0.09 +0.13
“urban1” 5.54 +0.01 +0.02 -0.03 +0.21
“urban2” 5.20 +0.03 +0.01 0.00 +0.29

xR
ay

“A” 6.37 -0.07 0.00 -0.12 0.00
“B” 6.48 -0.03 0.00 -0.11 +0.02
“C” 6.35 -0.06 0.00 -0.11 +0.02

AV
IR

IS “cuprite” 7.00 -0.03 +0.01 -0.07 +0.41
“jasper” 7.66 -0.04 +0.02 -0.08 +0.48
“lunarLake” 6.91 -0.02 +0.01 -0.05 +0.46

average 5.65 +0.05 +0.02 +0.01 +0.34

comparison purposes, the figure also reports the performance achieved by the original BPC-

PaCo. When the MQ coder is employed, the coding performance achieved by BPC-PaCo

is almost the same as that of JPEG2000 for all images. This indicates that the scanning or-

der and the context formation employed in BPC-PaCo do not penalize coding performance

significantly. Clearly, the use of multiple arithmetic coders producing multiple codewords

is the technique mainly responsible for the penalization in compression efficiency. This can

also be seen in Fig. 3.4 via the second modification of BPC-PaCo, which employs a single
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Figure 3.4: Evaluation of the lossy coding performance achieved by BPC-PaCo when three modifi-
cations are employed. Each subfigure reports the performance achieved for one image of a specific
corpus: (a) natural image “Portrait”, (b) aerial image “forest1”, (c) xRay image “A”, and (d) AVIRIS
image “cuprite”.

codeword for all stripes. When this modification is in use, the coding performance of BPC-

PaCo is enhanced from 0.25 to 0.5 dB, achieving higher PSNR than that of JPEG2000 for

all corpora except the natural. The third modification shows that the proposed context for-

mation approach enhances the coding performance of the proposed method significantly

(more than 3 dB in some cases). The results of these modifications are also reported in

Table 3.1 for the lossless regime. Similar results are achieved for both lossy and lossless

regimes.

The last test evaluates an interesting feature of the proposed method. Vector instructions
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Figure 3.5: Evaluation of the lossy coding performance achieved by BPC-PaCo and JPEG2000
when using different sizes of codeblock. Results are reported for the “Portrait” image of the ISO
12640-1 corpus.

are commonly composed of 32 lanes.1 Each thread codes a stripe containing two columns,

so the use of codeblocks with 64 columns is convenient. The number of rows of the code-

block, on the other hand, strongly influences the coding performance achieved. This is

because the more data coded in a stripe, the fewer the excess bits stored in its codewords.

This is illustrated in Fig. 3.5 for the natural image “Portrait”. Results for codeblocks of 64

columns and a variable number of rows are reported (both JPEG2000 and BPC-PaCo use

the same variable codeblock size). The results suggest that the more rows the codeblock

has, the better the coding performance. In general, codeblocks of 64×64 already achieve

competitive performance while exposing a large degree of parallelism. Results hold for the

other images of the corpus and the other corpora.

1All Nvidia GPUs, for instance, currently implement vector instructions of 32 lanes.
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3.4 Summary

The computational complexity of modern image coding systems cannot be efficiently tack-

led with SIMD computing. The main difficulty is that the innermost algorithms of current

coding systems process the samples in a sequential fashion. This paper presents a bitplane

coding strategy tailored to the kind of parallelism required in SIMD computing. Its main

insight is to employ vector instructions that process T coefficients of a codeblock in parallel

and synchronously. To achieve this coefficient-level parallelism, some aspects of the bit-

plane coder are modified. First, the scanning order is devised to allow parallel coefficient

processing without penalizing the formation of contexts. Second, the context formation

approach is implemented via low-complexity techniques. Third, the probability estimates

of the emitted symbols employs a stationary probability model that does not need adaptive

mechanisms. And fourth, entropy coding is carried out by means of multiple arithmetic

coders generating fixed-length codewords that are optimally sorted in the bitstream. The

proposed bitplane coding strategy with parallel coefficient processing provides a very fine

level of parallelism that permits its efficient implementation for both SIMD and MIMD

computing. Experimental results indicate that the coding performance of the proposed

method is highly competitive, similar to that achieved by the JPEG2000 standard.
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Chapter 4

Implementation of BPC-PaCo in a GPU

This chapter introduces the first high performance, GPU-based implementation of BPC-

PaCo. A detailed analysis of the algorithm aids its implementation in the GPU. The main

insights behind the proposed codec are an efficient thread-to-data mapping, a smart mem-

ory management, and the use of efficient cooperation mechanisms to enable inter-thread

communication. Experimental results indicate that the proposed implementation matches

the requirements for high resolution (4K) digital cinema in real time, yielding speedups of

30× with respect to the fastest implementations of current compression standards. Also, a

power consumption evaluation shows that our implementation consumes 40× less energy

for equivalent performance than state-of-the-art methods.

We recall that the coding pipeline of JPEG2000 is structured in three main stages

(Fig. 4.1): data transformation, data coding, and bitstream reorganization. The data trans-

formation stage removes the spatial redundancy of the image through the discrete wavelet

transform. Data coding codes the transformed samples, called coefficients, by means of

exploiting visual redundancy. It does so using a bitplane coder and an arithmetic coder.

The bitplane coder repetitively scans the coefficients in a bit-by-bit fashion. These bits are

fed to the arithmetic coder, which produces the bitstream. The last stage of the coding

pipeline codes auxiliary information and reorganizes the data. The techniques employed in

the data coding stage are fundamental to achieve compression, though they need abundant

computational resources. A common codec approximately spends 80% of the total coding

time in this stage, whereas the first and the last stage take 15% and 5% of the execution

61
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Figure 4.1: Main stages of the JPEG2000 coding pipeline: (1) data transformation, (2) data cod-
ing through bitplane coding (BPC) and arithmetic coding, and (3) bitstream reorganization. The
decoding process (depicted in gray) carries out the inverse operations.

time, respectively [75].

Many SIMD implementations of image codecs on GPU architectures are devised to ac-

celerate the coding process [1–13]. Their aim is to extract massive data-level parallelism

in the first and second stage of the coding scheme to achieve higher computational perfor-

mance than implementations optimized for CPUs. The operations carried out in the data

transformation stage are well-fitted to SIMD computing. To implement the bitplane coder

and the arithmetic coder efficiently in SIMD architectures is a much greater challenge. The

problem is to extract fine-grained data-level parallelism from algorithms that were not orig-

inally devised for SIMD. Due to this difficulty, current GPU implementations of bitplane

coding engines [4, 6, 7, 9] are unable to fully extract the computational power of the GPU

architectures. Table 4.1 shows a comparison presented in [29] reporting the execution time

of JPEG2000 codecs optimized for CPUs and GPUs. Kakadu [76] is among the fastest

CPU implementations of the standard, whereas CUJ2K [30] and JPEG2K [29] are the most

competitive open-source implementations for GPUs. The GPU employed in this compari-

son has a peak performance approximately 10 times superior to that of the employed CPU.

Even so, the GPU implementations achieve (at most) a 3× speedup with respect to Kakadu.

In the previous chapter, we introduced BPC-PaCo, a bitplane coding engine that un-

locks the data dependencies of traditional algorithms. It can be used in the framework of
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Table 4.1: Execution time (in seconds) of Kakadu, CUJ2K, and JPEG2K when coding 3 images of
different size in lossless mode. Kakadu is executed in a Core Duo E8400 at 3 GHz, whereas the
GPU implementations are executed in a GeForce GTX 480. These results are reproduced from [29]
with the permission of the authors.

image samples (×220)

12 28 39

Kakadu 1.65 7.05 8.3

CUJ2K 1.25 2.95 3.9

JPEG2K 0.72 2.35 2.75

JPEG2000 without sacrificing any feature with respect to traditional bitplane coding. The

bitstream generated by BPC-PaCo is not compliant with the standard of JPEG2000, since

the parallel coefficient processing modifies the way that the bitstream is constructed. Also,

it slightly penalizes coding performance, though in general the efficiency loss is less than

2%. The previous chapter focused on the image coding perspective of the method, ana-

lyzing its features and coding performance. In this chapter we present the optimized GPU

implementation of BPC-PaCo. The comparison of the proposed implementation with the

most efficient CPU and GPU implementations of JPEG2000 suggests that BPC-PaCo is

approximately 30 times faster and 40 times more power-efficient than the best JPEG2000

implementations. This increase in performance occurs because BPC-PaCo can exploit the

resources of the GPU more efficiently than the conventional bitplane coding engine of

JPEG2000. The experimental assessment considers the level of divergence, parallelism,

and instructions executed of the codecs evaluated.

This chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.1 provides a general background of

bitplane coding. Section 4.2 reviews BPC-PaCo and Section 4.3 describes the proposed

implementation. Section 4.4 provides experimental results. The last section summarizes

this work.
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Figure 4.2: Overview of the JPEG2000 bitplane coding process. Codeblocks containing 8×8 coef-
ficients are depicted for simplicity. The coefficients processed in the coding passes SPP, MRP, and
CP are depicted in red, blue, and green, respectively.

4.1 Summary of the bitplane coding mechanisms

Fig. 4.2 depicts an overview of the bitplane coding process of JPEG2000. The image on the

left represents the coefficients produced by the data transformation stage. Then, the coding

system conceptually partitions the image into rectangular tiles that contain a predefined

number of coefficients. These tiles are referred to as codeblocks. Although the size of

the codeblock can vary, in general codeblocks of 64×64 are preferred since they provide

competitive coding efficiency. The bitplane coding process is applied independently in each

codeblock, producing a bitstream per codeblock. All the bitstreams are then re-organized

in the third stage of the coding pipeline to produce the final file.

The main insight of bitplane coding is to scan the coefficients in planes of bits. Bitplane

j is defined as the collection of bits in the j th position of the binary representation of the

coefficients (excluding the sign). Bitplane coding engines code the bits of the coefficients

from bitplane M − 1 to 0, with M representing a sufficient number of bits to represent all

coefficients. This is depicted in the middle image of Fig. 4.2. The bits of the bitplane are

not processed sequentially. Instead, the bits that are more likely to reduce the distortion

of the image are emitted to the output bitstream first. This is implemented in practice via

the so-called coding passes [46]. JPEG2000 employs three coding passes called signifi-

cance propagation pass (SPP), magnitude refinement pass (MRP), and cleanup pass (CP).
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Each coding pass processes the bits of a set of coefficients. The procedure ensures that all

coefficients are processed once in each bitplane by one –and only one– coding pass.

Let us define the significance state of coefficient x as S(x) = 1 when the first non-zero

bit of its binary representation has already been emitted, and as S(x) = 0 otherwise. When

S(x) = 1 the coefficient is called significant. The SPP processes the bits of non-significant

coefficients that have some immediate neighbor that is significant. This aims at emitting

first the bits of those coefficients that are more likely to become significant in the current

bitplane. These bits reduce the most the distortion of the image. When a coefficient is

significant, its sign bit is emitted just after its significance bit. The MRP is applied after

the SPP, processing the bits of coefficients that were significant in previous bitplanes. The

CP is the last coding pass applied in each bitplane, processing the bits of non-significant

coefficients that were not emitted in the SPP. As seen in the right image of Fig. 4.2, the three

coding passes utilize the same scanning order, though each processes only the coefficients

that fulfill the aforementioned conditions. The scanning order of JPEG2000 partitions the

codeblock in sets of four rows, visiting the coefficient in each set from the top-left to the

bottom-right coefficient.

Two important mechanisms of bitplane coding strategies are the context formation and

the probability model. The context of a coefficient is determined via the significance state,

or the sign, of its eight immediate neighbors (see Fig. 4.2, right-top corner). The function

that computes the context considers the number and position of the significant neighbors

and their signs (when already coded). The probability model then employs this context

to adaptively adjust the probabilities of the bits emitted in each context. The bit and the

probability are fed to an arithmetic coder, generating a compressed representation of the

data.

Arithmetic coding is an entropy coding technique extensively employed in the coding

field due to its high efficiency [68]. From an algorithmic point of view, an arithmetic

coder divides an arithmetic interval in two subintervals whose sizes are proportional to the

estimated probability of the coded bit. The subinterval corresponding to the value of the bit

coded is chosen. Then the same procedure is repeated for following bits. The transmission

of any number within the final interval, referred to as codeword, permits the decoding of the

original bits. As it is traditionally formulated, it renders the coding algorithm as a causal
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system in which each bit can not be coded without processing all the previous bits of that

codeblock.

4.2 Review of BPC-PaCo

Traditional implementations of bitplane coding engines code the codeblocks independently

and (possibly) in parallel. Unfortunately, this parallelism is not fine-grained enough and

the parallel control flows are too divergent to employ the resources of the GPU efficiently.

BPC-PaCo redefines the mechanisms of traditional bitplane coding engines to promote

SIMD parallelism within the codeblock. The main idea behind BPC-PaCo is to partition

the codeblock inN vertical stripes, each containing two columns of coefficients, that can be

coded in parallel. The coding process within the codeblock advances its execution in a lock-

step synchronous fashion for all stripes, collaborating to share some data when necessary.

The scanning order, coding passes, context formation, probability model, and arithmetic

coding are redevised to permit such a parallel processing.

Fig. 4.3 depicts the coding strategy of BPC-PaCo. The scanning order in each stripe

visits the coefficients from the top to the bottom row and from the left to the right column.

The context formation for the SPP and CP sums the significance state of the eight neighbors

of the coefficient, i.e., C(x) = ∑8
i=1 S(ni), with ni denoting the immediate neighbors

of x. The sign of the coefficient is emitted, when necessary, employing another set of

contexts. These contexts are computed via the sign (when already coded) of the top, right,

bottom, and left neighbors, employing simple comparisons and logical operations. The bits

emitted in the MRP are all coded with a single context. The employed context formation

approach has been devised to reduce both computational load and control-flow divergence.

More details on its underlying ideas can be found in [32, 60]. As shown in Fig. 4.3, the

computation of the contexts needs that stripes of the same codeblock communicate among

them.

Traditional probability models adjust the probabilities of the emitted bits as more data

are coded. The adaptation is sequential. There are no simple solutions to update the prob-

abilities in parallel. To adapt the probabilities for each stripe independently is not effective

either because too little data are coded, resulting in poor coding performance [46]. BPC-
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of the coding strategy of BPC-PaCo. The currently coded coefficients are
depicted in red and the cooperation between stripes is depicted in green. The codewords generated
by the arithmetic coders are depicted in blue.

PaCo adopts an approach in which the probabilities are not adjusted depending on the

coded data but they are precomputed off-line using a training set of images. These station-

ary probabilities are stored in a lookup table (LUT) that is known by the encoder and the

decoder (so it is not included in the codestream). Such a model exploits the fact that the

transformed coefficients have similar statistical behavior for similar images [58]. Once the

LUT is constructed, it can be employed to code any image with similar features as those in

the training set. Evidently, different sensors (such as those in the medical or remote sensing

fields) produce images with very different statistical behaviors, so individual LUTs need to

be computed for each [58].

The probability of a bit to be 0 or 1 is extracted from the LUT using its context and
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bitplane. The bit and its probability are fed to an arithmetic coder. BPC-PaCo employs

N independent arithmetic coders, one for each stripe of the codeblock. This allows the

synchronous parallel coding of the bits emitted in each stripe. The main difficulty with

such a procedure is that the codewords produced by the N coders must be combined in

the bitstream in an optimized order so that the bitstream can be partially transmitted and

decoded (see below).

Besides using multiple arithmetic coders, BPC-PaCo employs a coder that is simpler

than that employed in traditional systems. The main difference is that it generates multiple

fixed-length codewords instead of a single and long codeword that has to be processed in

small segments [68]. The fixed-length codeword arithmetic coder is adopted by BPC-PaCo

because it reduces computational complexity and control flow-divergence. Fig. 4.3 depicts

the codewords generated by each coder below each stripe. At the beginning, the arithmetic

interval of each coder is as large as the codeword. As more bits are coded, the interval

is reduced. When the minimum size is reached, the codeword is exhausted and so it is

dispatched in a reserved position of the bitstream. Then, a new position is reserved at the

end of the bitstream for the to-be-coded codeword. The reservation of this space needs

cooperation among stripes.

As described in the previous chapter, BPC-PaCo uses three coding passes. We note that

the more coding passes employed, the more divergence that occurs in SIMD computing.

This is because the bit of the currently visited coefficient in each stripe may, or may not,

need to be emitted. The threads coding the stripes in which the bit is not emitted are idle

while the others perform the required operations. Three coding passes achieve competitive

efficiency [46], though the method can also use two passes without penalizing coding per-

formance significantly. This can be seen in Fig. 4.4, which reports the coding performance

achieved by BPC-PaCo when using two or three coding passes with respect to the perfor-

mance achieved by JPEG2000. The vertical axis of the figure is the peak signal to noise

ratio (PSNR) difference between BPC-PaCo and JPEG2000. PSNR is a common metric to

evaluate the quality of the image. In general, differences of 1 dB in PSNR are considered

visually relevant, whereas differences below 1 dB are not commonly perceived by the hu-

man eye. The horizontal axis of the figure is the bitrate, expressed in bits per sample (bps).

A low bitrate indicates a small size of the final bitstream. As seen in the figure, BPC-PaCo
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Figure 4.4: Coding performance comparison between JPEG2000 and BPC-PaCo with two and three
coding passes.

with three coding passes achieves a PSNR that is, at most, 0.5 dB below that of JPEG2000.

BPC-PaCo with two coding passes achieves a slightly inferior coding performance, with

peaks of at most 0.9 dB below that of JPEG2000. These results are generated for an image

of the corpus employed in the experimental section. The results hold for other images of

this and other corpora.

4.3 Analysis and implementation

This section details the implementation of BPC-PaCo in CUDA. We consider the two- and

three-pass version of the algorithm since the use of only two passes helps to accelerate

the coding process. This requires two versions for the encoder and two for the decoder.

The first part of this section overviews the common aspects to all versions of the codec,

namely, work decomposition, memory management, and cooperation mechanisms. Then,

the particular algorithms for the two versions of the encoder are presented. The decoder is

discussed in the last part.
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4.3.1 Overview

Our implementation decomposes the work following the intrinsic data partitioning of the

algorithm. More precisely, a CUDA warp is assigned to each codeblock, and each thread

of the warp processes a stripe within the codeblock. This thread-to-data mapping exposes

fine-grained parallelism and avoids the use of explicit synchronization instructions among

threads. Since there are not data dependencies among codeblocks, the thread block size

can be adjusted without algorithmic restrictions.

Key to maximize performance is the memory management. The two larger and most

frequently accessed data structures, both in the encoder and the decoder, are the coefficients

of the codeblock and its bitstream. The most efficient strategy is to store the coefficients

in the local memory, making use of the rapid on-chip registers, whereas the bitstream is

stored in the global memory. With a codeblock size of 64×64 and 32 threads per warp,

each thread must hold 128 coefficients in its local memory plus other temporary variables.

This large amount of local memory per thread demands a compromise. There is a well-

known tradeoff between the registers employed per thread, the amount of register spilling

traffic that is redirected to the device memory, and the achieved occupancy. The higher

the number of registers per thread, the lower the number of warps that can be executed

simultaneously, and also the lower the amount of local data accesses that must be spilled to

the device memory. Table 4.2 shows the occupancy and the execution time achieved when

limiting the number of registers per thread at compilation time from 16 to 128. Results for

the two versions of the encoder are reported. The results indicate that the lowest execution

time is achieved when using 32 registers per thread. In our implementation the amount of

data spilling appears to be moderate and it does not significantly degrade the performance

thanks to the high thread-level parallelism achieved. These results also hold for the decoder

and for other images.

The bitstream of each codeblock is stored in the global memory to save on-chip re-

sources. As previously explained, the bitstream contains individual codewords. While a

codeword is still in use, it is temporarily stored in the local memory. Each codeword is used

to code a variable number of symbols. The different probabilities of the symbols causes

that codewords from different stripes are exhausted at different instants. Therefore, when a
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Table 4.2: Occupancy and execution time achieved when limiting the number of registers per thread
from 16 to 128. Results achieved with a GTX TITAN X when coding a 5120×5120 GeoEye satellite
image. The codeblock size is 64×64.

registers 2 coding passes 3 coding passes

per thread occupancy time (in ms) occupancy time (in ms)

16 89% 32.81 89% 45.66

24 89% 17.97 89% 25.41

32 89% 17.07 89% 23.81

40 67% 19.10 66% 27.37

48 56% 21.10 54% 30.45

56 51% 22.44 48% 32.58

64 45% 24.35 42% 35.16

72 40% 26.57 37% 38.07

128 23% 39.23 22% 56.27

codeword is exhausted, it is written into the bitstream (commonly) in a non-coalesced way.

This means that to write codewords in the bitstream is an expensive operation. Fortunately,

this task is not carried out frequently because many symbols are coded before a codeword

is exhausted. Our experience indicates that to use the global memory to store the bitstream

offers optimal performance for the encoder. Once a codeword is written, it is not further

used, so the latency of the memory transaction is hidden due to the high arithmetic intensity

of the algorithm. The case for the decoder is slightly different and is discussed below.

In addition to these data structures, BPC-PaCo utilizes two ancillary structures, namely,

a set of LUTs that store the static probabilities for the coded symbols, and a status map

that keeps auxiliary information for each coefficient. The LUTs are read-only and are

heavily accessed, so they are put in the constant memory of the device. The status map

is employed to know whether a coefficient is significant or not, and in what coding pass

it has to be coded. This information requires 2 or 3 bits per coefficient depending on

whether 2 or 3 coding passes are employed, respectively. These bits are stored in the most

significant bits of the coefficients since the number of operative bits is always below 29 (i.e.,

M < 29) and its representation employs 32 bits. We remark that this status map could be

avoided by means of explicitly computing the coefficient status before coding each symbol.

This computation is trivial when using 2 coding passes, but it has a significant impact in

execution time when 3 coding passes are employed. Our implementation uses such a status

map for both versions of the codec.
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The cooperation of threads within the same warp is needed for two purposes: 1) to

compute the context of each coefficient, and 2) to reserve the space of the codewords in

the bitstream. The former operation is implemented via shuffle instructions using the co-

efficients of the stripes stored in the local memory. A shuffle instruction fetches a value

from the local memory of another thread within the warp. This instruction was introduced

in Kepler architectures and its latency is the same as that of accessing a register. The

communication of threads in older architectures needs to use a small buffer in the shared

memory [13]. The reservation of the codewords space is implemented via vote and pop-

count instructions. The vote instruction allows all threads within the warp to evaluate a

condition, leaving the result in a register visible to all of them. The pop-count instruction

sums all non-zero bits of a register. In addition to these two instructions, the reservation

of space for codewords utilizes a shared pointer to the last free position of the bitstream,

which is stored in the shared memory and accessible for all threads. Further details of this

cooperation mechanism are described in Algorithm 7. We recall that no special synchro-

nization instructions are needed due to the inherent synchronization of the threads within

the warp.

4.3.2 Encoder with 2 passes

Algorithm 4 details the CUDA kernel implemented for the two-pass encoder. The pa-

rameters of the algorithm are thread identifier T , top-left codeblock coordinates (with re-

spect to the image) X and Y , and codeblock height H . First (in lines 2-8), the coefficients

of the stripe are read from the global memory, which is denoted by G, and stored in the

local memory, which is denoted by L. The status map, referred to as S , is initialized in the

same loop. As seen in the algorithm, both bits of S are initialized to 0. When the coefficient

becomes significant, its first bit is set to 1 (in line 19) to facilitate the context computation.

The second bit of the status map indicates whether the coefficient has to be coded in the

SPP or the MRP, so it is set to 1 (in line 8 of Algorithm 5) when the coefficient needs to

be refined. Note that, for simplicity, we use SPP in this version of the coder to refer to the

significance coding (despite that the CP is not in use).

Line 9 in Algorithm 4 is the loop that iterates from bitplane M −1 to 0. M is computed
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Algorithm 4 - BPC-PaCo Encoder (with 2 coding passes)
Parameters: thread T ∈ [0, 31], codeblock coordinates X,Y ,
and codeblock height H
1: allocate L[H][2] in local memory
2: for y ∈ {0, ..., H − 1} do
3: for x ∈ {0, 1} do
4: L[y][x]← G[Y + y][X + T ∗ 2 + x]
5: S[y][x][0]← 0
6: S[y][x][1]← 0
7: end for
8: end for
9: for j ∈ {M − 1, ..., 0} do
10: for y ∈ {0, ..., H − 1} do
11: for x ∈ {0, 1} do
12: L1,L2,L3 ← getNeighbors(T, y, x)
13: if S[y][x][0] = 0 then
14: Csig ← significanceContext(S,L1,L2,L3, y, x)
15: Psig ← Usig [Csig ][j]
16: b← (|L[y][x]| � j) & 1
17: encodeBit(b,Psig)
18: if b = 1 then
19: S[y][x][0]← 1
20: Csign ← signContext(L,L2, y, x)
21: Psign ← Usign[Csign][j]
22: s← L[y][x] < 0 ? 1 : 0
23: encodeBit(s,Psign)
24: end if
25: end if
26: end for
27: end for
28: refineMagnitude(L,S, j)
29: end for

Algorithm 5 - refineMagnitude
Parameters: local data L, status map S, and bitplane j
1: for y ∈ {0, ..., H − 1} do
2: for x ∈ {0, 1} do
3: if S[y][x][1] = 1 then
4: Pref ← Uref [j]
5: b← (|L[y][x]| � j) & 1
6: encodeBit(b,Pref )
7: else if S[y][x][0] = 1 then
8: S[y][x][1]← 1
9: end if
10: end for
11: end for

Algorithm 6 - getNeighbors
Parameters: thread T ∈ [0, 31], and coefficient coordinates y, x
1: return ( Φ(L[y − 1][x± 1], T ± 1),

Φ(L[y][x± 1], T ± 1),
Φ(L[y + 1][x± 1], T ± 1))
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Algorithm 7 - encodeBit
Parameters: thread T ∈ [0, 31], bit b, and probability P
Initialization: B ← 0 (bitstream index) , Z ← 0 (size of the interval), L ← 0 (lower bound of the
interval)
1: if Z = 0 then
2: L← 0
3: Z ← 2W − 1
4: v ← Ω(true)
5: B̂ ← B + Ψ(v � (32− T ))
6: B ← B + Ψ(v)
7: end if
8: if b = 0 then
9: Z ← Z · P
10: else
11: t← (Z · P) + 1
12: L← L+ t
13: Z ← Z − t
14: end if
15: if Z = 0 then
16: G[B̂]← L
17: end if

beforehand by each warp via a reduction operation. The SPP is applied in lines 10-27,

whereas the MRP, embodied in Algorithm 5, is applied afterwards. The first operation (in

line 12) of the SPP is to get the neighbors within the adjacent stripes needed to compute

the context of the coefficient. This operation must be carried out before the potentially

divergent step of line 13 because otherwise some threads may become inactive, being un-

able to participate in the communication. The communication among threads is done via

the shuffle instruction, denoted by Φ(·) in Algorithm 6. The function “getNeighbors(·)”

fetches the adjacent neighbors to L[y][x] that, depending on whether it is in the left or right

column of the stripe, needs the x + 1 or x− 1 coefficient from the T − 1 or T + 1 thread,

respectively. Algorithm 6 simplifies this with the operator ±.

After fetching the neighbors, the algorithm checks whether the coefficient needs to be

coded in the SPP or not. If so, the “significanceContext(·)” function computes the signif-

icance context, denoted by Csig, employing the eight adjacent neighbors of the coefficient,

as described in Section 4.2. This function is not further detailed herein. Probability Psig is

accessed through Csig and bitplane j in the corresponding LUT, which is referred to as Usig.
The significance bit (computed in line 16, with & denoting a bit-wise AND operation) and

its probability are fed to the arithmetic coder embodied in procedure “encodeBit(·)”. If the

coefficient becomes significant (i.e., if b = 1), then its sign has to be coded too. Lines 20-23
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do so. The operations are similar to the coding of the significance bit.

The arithmetic interval employed by the arithmetic coder is represented by L and Z

in Algorithm 7. L is its lower boundary and Z its size. The length of the codeword is

denoted by W , so both L and Z are integers in the range [0, 2W − 1]. W is W = 16 in our

implementation, though other values are also valid [68]. The interval division is carried out

in lines 8-14. When b = 0, the lower subinterval is kept, otherwise the upper subinterval

is kept. The codeword is exhausted when Z = 0. As seen in line 16, then the codeword

is put in position B̂ of the bitstream. Note that B̂ is computed in lines 1-7 when a new

symbol is coded and the last codeword is exhausted (or at the beginning of coding). The

vote and pop-count functions are denoted by Ω(·) and Ψ(·), respectively. Ω(·) is employed

to compute how many concurrent threads reserve space in the bitstream. In line 5, Ψ(·)
computes the number of threads with higher priority than T (i.e., all those processing the

stripes on the left of the current). B is the length of the bitstream, stored in the shared

memory. It is updated in line 6 considering all threads that have reserved a codeword in the

bitstream.

4.3.3 Encoder with 3 passes

Algorithm 8 details the CUDA kernel of the BPC-PaCo encoder with three coding

passes. It uses the same functions as before. The structure of the algorithm is similar to

that of Algorithm 4 too. The main difference is that significance coding is carried out in

two different passes, the SPP and the CP. The SPP is applied from line 11 to 32, whereas

the CP is carried out from line 34 to 53. As seen in lines 14 and 15, SPP only codes non-

significant coefficients that have some significant neighbor. The CP codes the remaining

non-significant coefficients.

The status map of this version of the encoder uses 3 bits per coefficient. The first two

have the same meaning as before. The third flags the non-significant coefficients that are to

be coded in the CP. It is initialized to 1 at the beginning of coding (in line 7) because only

the CP is applied in the highest bitplane. The probabilities employed for SPP and CP are

different, so different LUTs are employed in each coding pass.

Clearly, the three-pass version of the encoder executes more instructions than the two-
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Algorithm 8 - BPC-PaCo Encoder (with 3 coding passes)
Parameters: thread T ∈ [0, 31], codeblock coordinates X,Y ,
and codeblock height H
1: allocate L[H][2] in local memory
2: for y ∈ {0, ..., H − 1} do
3: for x ∈ {0, 1} do
4: L[y][x]← G[Y + y][X + T ∗ 2 + x]
5: S[y][x][0]← 0
6: S[y][x][1]← 0
7: S[y][x][2]← 1
8: end for
9: end for
10: for j ∈ {M − 1, ..., 0} do
11: for y ∈ {0, ..., H − 1} do
12: for x ∈ {0, 1} do
13: L1,L2,L3 ← getNeighbors(T, y, x)
14: if S[y][x][0] = 0 then
15: if any neighbor of L[y][x] has S[·][·][0] = 1 then
16: Csig ← significanceContext(S,L1,L2,L3, y, x)
17: Psig ← Usig [Csig ][j]
18: b← (|L[y][x]| � j) & 1
19: encodeBit(b,Psig)
20: if b = 1 then
21: S[y][x][0]← 1
22: Csign ← signContext(L,L2, y, x)
23: Psign ← Usign[Csign][j]
24: s← L[y][x] < 0 ? 1 : 0
25: encodeBit(s,Psign)
26: end if
27: else
28: S[y][x][2]← 1
29: end if
30: end if
31: end for
32: end for
33: refineMagnitude(L,S, j)
34: for y ∈ {0, ..., H − 1} do
35: for x ∈ {0, 1} do
36: L1,L2,L3 ← getNeighbors(T, y, x)
37: if S[y][x][2] = 1 then
38: S[y][x][2]← 0
39: Csig ← significanceContext(S,L1,L2,L3, y, x)
40: Psig ← Usig′ [Csig ][j]
41: b← (|L[y][x]| � j) & 1
42: encodeBit(b,Psig)
43: if b = 1 then
44: S[y][x][0]← 1
45: S[y][x][1]← 1
46: Csign ← signContext(L,L2, y, x)
47: Psign ← Usign′ [Csign][j]
48: s← L[y][x] < 0 ? 1 : 0
49: encodeBit(s,Psign)
50: end if
51: end if
52: end for
53: end for
54: end for
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Table 4.3: Evaluation of GPU metrics achieved by the different versions of the codec. The experi-
ments are carried out with a GTX TITAN X.

encoder decoder

2 coding passes 3 coding passes 2 cod. passes 3 cod. passes

image size inst. exec.
#coeff.

warp time
#coeff.

inst. exec.
#coeff.

warp time
#coeff.

time
#coeff.

time
#coeff.efficiency efficiency

2048 × 2048

≈ 32.5 49%

0.98 ns

≈ 43.5 45%

1.36 ns 1.15 ns 1.56 ns

3072 × 3072 0.76 ns 1.06 ns 0.83 ns 1.15 ns

4096 × 4096 0.68 ns 0.94 ns 0.74 ns 1.02 ns

5120 × 5120 0.65 ns 0.90 ns 0.71 ns 0.99 ns

6144 × 6144 0.62 ns 0.86 ns 0.67 ns 0.94 ns

7168 × 7168 0.58 ns 0.85 ns 0.62 ns 0.89 ns

pass version. The addition of a third coding pass also increases the control-flow divergence,

which results in longer execution times. Table 4.3 reports the number of instructions ex-

ecuted normalized by the problem size, the warp efficiency, and the normalized execution

time achieved by both encoders. On average, the three-pass version executes 1.35× more

instructions than the two-pass version, which corresponds with the increase in execution

time. The warp efficiency is a metric to assess the control-flow divergence. It is measured

as the average percentage of active threads per warp during execution time. The two-pass

version of the algorithm achieves a 49% warp efficiency since, on average, half the threads

in a coding pass are idle while the others code the coefficients. The three-pass version of

the algorithm achieves a warp efficiency only 4% lower than that of the two-pass version

since the CP does not produce much divergence among threads.

4.3.4 Decoder

The algorithmic structure and the cooperation mechanisms of the decoder are the same as

those of the encoder. The bitstream is also stored in the global memory and the recon-

structed coefficients are kept in the local memory. Contrarily to the encoder, the decoder

reads the codewords from the bitstream and uses them to decode the symbols. Again, the

codewords are read in a non-coalesced way, decreasing the efficiency of the memory trans-

actions. In this case, the memory transactions can not be hidden by executing independent

arithmetic operations as effectively as in the encoder. This is because the value of a code-

word is required immediately after fetching it. This is the cause behind the slightly longer
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execution times of the decoder with respect to the encoder.

Table 4.3 reports the normalized execution time for both versions of the decoder. On

average, the two-pass version of the decoder is 10.3% slower than the encoder, whereas the

three-pass version is 9.2% slower. Despite this decrease in performance, our experience

indicates that to store the bitstream in the global memory is more efficient than to use the

shared memory or other strategies since they increase the number of instructions executed

and decrease the occupancy.

4.4 Experimental results

The proposed implementation is compared with Kakadu v7.8 [76] and JPEG2K v1.0 [29].

As previously stated, Kakadu is one of the fastest JPEG2000 implementations. It is a

C++ CPU multi-thread implementation heavily optimized via assembler. JPEG2K is an

open-source CUDA implementation of JPEG2000. It is not optimized for the latest CUDA

architectures, but still offers the most competitive performance among open-source imple-

mentations. BPC-PaCo and JPEG2K are compiled with CUDA 7.5 and executed in five

devices, namely, a GTX TITAN X, GTX TITAN Black, GTX 480, GTX 750, and a Tegra

X1. Kakadu is executed in a workstation with 4 Intel Xeon E5-4620 at 2.20 GHz (8 cores

and 16 threads per processor, for a total of 32 cores and 64 threads). It is compiled using

GCC 4.8. The GPU metrics are collected employing “nvprof”. The images employed in

the experiments are captured by the GeoEye and Ikonos satellites. They have a maximum

size of 10240×10240, are eight-bit gray scale, and have one component. These images are

employed herein due to their very high resolution, which facilitates performance tests. The

type of the image (e.g., natural, satellite, etc.) or its shape does not affect the computa-

tional performance. The obtained results hold for different types of images such as those

employed in digital cinema, TV production, surveillance, or digital cameras, among others.

The performance achieved by BPC-PaCo for different types of images is extensively stud-

ied in [31, 34, 58, 60]. Some of the following experiments employ reduced-size versions of

these images. The irreversible 9/7 wavelet transform is employed to transform them with 5

levels of decomposition. Wavelet data are partitioned in codeblocks of 64×64. The GPU

tests employ a block size of 128 CUDA threads. In all experiments, the results reported
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Figure 4.5: Evaluation of the performance achieved by Kakadu when using different number of
execution threads. Each pair of bars corresponds to an image.

for Kakadu are obtained when using the optimal number of threads. See in Fig. 4.5 the

performance achieved by this implementation when using different number of threads to

code an image of the corpus. Results also hold for the other images. The vertical axis of

the figure is the number of coefficients coded per unit of time (in Msamples/second). The

scalability achieved from 2 to 8 threads is almost linear, though for a higher number of

threads is notably decreased. In the workstation employed, the use of 32 threads achieves

maximum performance.

In our implementation, CPU-GPU memory transfers are implemented synchronously

using pinned memory. Table 4.4 reports the time spent by the CPU-GPU transfers and

the computation time spent by the BPC-PaCo encoder with 2 coding passes for different

image sizes. Memory transfers represent 40% and 33% of the execution time, on average,

when using 2 and 3 (not shown in the table) coding passes, respectively. These results

hold for the decoder. In throughput-oriented scenarios, the memory transfers can be asyn-

chronously overlapped with the computation task when coding large resolution images or

video sequences. Only the bitplane coding time is reported in the following tests, excluding

pre- and post-processing operations.
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Table 4.4: CPU-GPU memory transfers and computation time of BPC-PaCo with 2 coding passes.
The experiments are carried out with a GTX TITAN X (with a PCI 3.0 bus).

image size

mem. transfer BPC-PaCo mem. transfer
total time

CPU→ GPU (2 passes) GPU→ CPU
(in ms)

time % time % time %

2048 × 2048 1.41 23 4.11 67 0.63 10 6.15

4096 × 4096 5.63 29 11.41 58 2.48 13 19.52

6144 × 6144 12.52 30 23.32 56 5.69 14 41.53

8192 × 8192 22.24 31 39.67 55 9.72 14 71.63
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Figure 4.6: Computational performance evaluation. Kakadu is executed with 32 CPU threads and
GPU implementations are executed in a GTX TITAN X. Each pair of bars corresponds to an image.

4.4.1 Computational performance

The first test evaluates computational performance. Fig. 4.6 depicts the achieved results.

Each bar in the figure corresponds to the performance achieved when en/de-coding a par-

ticular image. Note that the figure is vertically split for illustration purposes. The results

indicate that BPC-PaCo is significantly faster than the other implementations. The two-pass

version of the encoder (decoder) achieves average speedups of 27.4× (25.1×) and 94.2×
(121.1×) with respect to Kakadu (and JPEG2K). The three-pass version of BPC-PaCo
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achieves average speedups of 19.3× (18.2×) and 66× (87.7×). The two-pass version of

the algorithm is, approximately, 1.4 times faster than the three-pass version, for both the

encoder and the decoder. JPEG2K is slower than Kakadu because of the fine-tuning op-

timization carried out in Kakadu and because the GPU implementation of JPEG2000 can

not fully exploit SIMD parallelism due to the sequential coding algorithms of JPEG2000.

Fig. 4.6 also depicts the minimum performance needed to compress in real time high res-

olution digital cinema. The proposed implementation is the only that could be employed.

We recall that, currently, implementations of real-time digital cinema need to employ field

programmable gate arrays.

Table 4.5 reports some GPU performance metrics achieved when BPC-PaCo and JPEG2K

code an image of the corpus. These metrics help to appraise the performance of our method

and to explain the performance difference between our method and JPEG2K. As seen in the

table, the 73× (53×) speedup of the two-pass (and three-pass) version of BPC-PaCo with

respect to JPEG2K is due to improvements in three aspects: 1) the execution of 15 (11.1)

times fewer instructions, 2) the execution of these instructions 4.5 (4.2) times faster, and 3)

a slightly higher usage of the SMs. BPC-PaCo executes fewer instructions than JPEG2K

because its algorithm is simpler and because it exhibits lower control flow divergence, as

shown by its 1.49× (1.36×) higher warp efficiency. The fine-grained parallelism available

in BPC-PaCo and the thread-to-data mapping strategy are behind the better GPU utiliza-

tion metrics achieved by our method. The total IPC is defined as the aggregated number of

instructions executed per clock cycle by all SMs. The higher IPC of BPC-PaCo is due to

a higher SM occupancy (85% vs 23%) achieved by the abundant thread- and instruction-

level parallelism of our implementation. BPC-PaCo achieves higher SM activity because

it exposes more parallelism in the form of thread blocks. This analysis also holds for the

decoder.

In order to assess the performance bottleneck of our implementation, additional perfor-

mance metrics have been collected via the Nvidia profiler. The main results obtained for

the two-pass encoder indicate that:

1. The computational utilization, determined as the ratio between the achieved instruc-

tion throughput (i.e., IPC) and the maximum throughput theoretically attainable is
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Table 4.5: GPU metrics achieved by BPC-PaCo and JPEG2K when coding a 4096×4096 image.
The results are obtained with a GTX TITAN X. The speedup relative to JPEG2K is reported in
parentheses.

JPEG2K
BPC-PaCo encoder

2 passes 3 passes

time (ms) 834 11.4 (73×) 15.8 (53×)
#inst. (×106) 8105 541 (15×) 730 (11.1×)

total IPC 11.3 50.4 (4.5×) 48 (4.2×)

SM activity 86% 94% (1.09×) 96% (1.12×)

warp efficiency 33% 49% (1.49×) 45% (1.36×)

SM occupancy 23% 85% (3.7×) 83% (3.61×)

53%. The throughput for specific instruction types, like integer, load, or shift op-

erations, is also well below their peak limits. This suggests that performance is not

bounded by the computational throughput.

2. The memory bandwidth achieved is 28% since most of the memory traffic is filtered

by the L1 and L2 caches. This indicates that the memory bandwidth can be discarded

as the performance bottleneck too.

3. Most of the stalling cycles occurring in the execution pipeline are due to general

computing operations. Only 20% of the stalling cycles are caused by memory depen-

dencies. This indicates that our implementation is mainly bounded by the execution

latency of dependent computing instructions.

Similar results are obtained with the three-pass version of the encoder and with both ver-

sions of the decoder.

Table 4.6 reports the computational performance of BPC-PaCo when using different

codeblock sizes. The width of the codeblock is 64 for all the tests so that the same optimized

memory access pattern is employed. As seen in the table, the use of 64×32 codeblocks ob-

tains the highest performance, which is approximately 12% higher than when using 64×64

codeblocks. This is because a finer subdivision of the data improves further the parallelism,

helping to hide the execution latencies. Nonetheless, experimental evidence indicates that
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Table 4.6: Evaluation of the execution time (reported in ms) of BPC-PaCo for different codeblock
sizes when coding a 4096×4096 image. The experiments are carried out with a GTX TITAN X.

encoder decoder

codeblock size 2 passes 3 passes 2 passes 3 passes

64×32 10.42 14.13 11.21 15.32

64×64 11.41 15.76 12.45 17.01

64×96 12.01 16.34 13.04 17.82

64×128 13.84 18.68 14.82 20.59

Table 4.7: Features of the GPUs employed. The devices are sorted by their peak throughput.

device
compute

#SM cores × SM
total clock peak throughput

TDP
capability cores frequency (normalized)

GTX TITAN X Maxwell 5.2 24 128 3072 1000 MHz 3072 Gops/sec (12.00) 250 W

GTX TITAN Black Kepler 3.5 15 192 2880 890 MHz 2563 Gops/sec (10.01) 250 W

GTX 480 Fermi 2.0 15 32 480 1400 MHz 672 Gops/sec (2.63) 250 W

GTX 750 Maxwell 5.0 4 128 512 1020 MHz 522 Gops/sec (2.04) 55 W

Tegra X1 Maxwell 5.3 2 128 256 1000 MHz 256 Gops/sec (1.00) 10 W

the coding performance is penalized when using small codeblocks [31]. In general, 64×64

codeblocks provide a good tradeoff between computational and coding performance.

4.4.2 Scalability

The aim of the next experiment is to appraise the scalability of our implementation for dif-

ferent image sizes and different devices. This test uses one of the previous images scaled

from 2048×2048 to 9216×9216. The main features of the GPUs employed in the follow-

ing tests are reported in Table 4.7. The column that shows the peak computing throughput

also depicts the normalized performance with respect to that GPU with the lowest through-

put (i.e., the Tegra X1), in parentheses. The GPUs are sorted in this table by their peak

throughput.

Fig. 4.7 depicts the performance results achieved with the two- and three-pass version

of BPC-PaCo. For the GTX 480, GTX 750, and Tegra X1, our method achieves regular

performance regardless of the image sizes selected in our experiments, i.e., performance

scales proportionally with the size of the input data. This is seen in the figure in the form of
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Figure 4.7: Performance evaluation of BPC-PaCo with (a) 2 coding passes and (b) 3 coding passes
when using different GPUs.

Table 4.8: Performance metrics evaluation of BPC-PaCo when using different GPUs for coding a
4096×4096 image. Normalized performance is computed as samples/second divided by peak GPU
throughput. The percentage of achieved IPC versus the peak IPC that is theoretically attainable by
the GPU is reported in parentheses.

time (in ms) norm. perf. #inst. (×106) total IPC (% of peak) SM activity

cod. passes 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3

GTX TITAN X 11.4 15.8 0.479 0.346 541 730 50.4 (53%) 48.0 (50%) 94% 96%

GTX TITAN Black 12.9 18.3 0.507 0.358 485 639 43.4 (48%) 41.5 (45%) 97% 94%

GTX 480 30.5 39.8 0.819 0.628 481 638 11.4 (76%) 11.9 (79%) 99% 96%

GTX 750 42.4 70.1 0.758 0.458 538 764 12.4 (77%) 11.0 (69%) 99% 97%

Tegra X1 159.3 259.4 0.411 0.253 541 730 3.4 (42%) 2.9 (36%) 100% 99%

almost straight plots. The GTX TITAN Black and GTX TITAN X penalize the performance

when the images are small. This is because they have more arithmetic cores (3077 and

2880, respectively) than the other devices (a proportion of at least 5 to 1), requiring a

minimum input data size larger than in the other devices to fully utilize their resources. As

shown in Table 4.3, the performance improves with the problem size until reaching images

of 7168×7168. With codeblocks of 64×64, the coding of 2048×2048 image utilizes 1024

warps, which is not enough to use all cores of these GPUs. Since the execution performance

is bounded by the latency of the computing instructions, a higher degree of warp-level

parallelism helps hiding the waiting time for those latency, improving SM activity and

resource utilization, thereby enhancing the performance.
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The throughput achieved by BPC-PaCo with each GPU, shown in Fig. 4.7, does not

correspond exactly with the peak throughput of each device, reported in Table 4.7. The

differences are assessed in more detail in Table 4.8, which reports the execution time, nor-

malized performance, instructions executed, total IPC, and SM activity when an image of

4096×4096 is coded. The GTX 480 is the most cost-effective device for the two-pass

(and three-pass) version of BPC-PaCo, with a normalized performance of 0.819 (0.628)

Msamples/second for every unit of peak performance throughput. This is more than 1.5×
(1.65×) higher than the performance achieved with the more powerful devices GTX TI-

TAN X and GTX TITAN Black, and 2× (2.5×) higher than the performance achieved with

the Tegra X1. The GTX TITAN Black and GTX 480 execute between 11% and 14% fewer

instructions than the other GPUs, which suggests that the Nvidia compiler generates a more

compact code for the instruction set architectures of Kepler and Fermi than for Maxwell.

The GTX TITAN X executes an average of 50.4 instructions per clock cycle (which cor-

responds to 50.4 × 32 = 1612.8 operations per clock cycle, with 32 being the number of

operations per SIMD instruction or warp), which represents 53% of the peak computing

potential that is theoretically attainable by its 3072 cores. Larger images improve the total

IPC around 10% and the SM activity from 94-96% to almost 100% on the GTX TITAN

X. However, the GTX 480 and the GTX 750 achieve higher resource efficiency (more than

75%) than the GTX TITAN GPUs (lower than 57%), and considerably higher than the

Tegra X1 (around 36-42%). In summary, the GTX 480 benefits both from a more compact

code and from a better resource utilization. The lower efficiency of the Tegra X1 demands

further analysis, but a plausible explanation is that it has been designed sacrificing opera-

tion latency in order to reduce energy consumption.

4.4.3 Power consumption

The following test assesses the power consumption of the proposed method as compared

to Kakadu and JPEG2K in two devices, namely, the GTX TITAN X and the Tegra X1. The

GTX TITAN X is a high-performance GPU, whereas the Tegra X1 is the last generation

of Nvidia mobile processors, especially devised to maximize the power-efficiency ratio.

Although this device has modest computational power, its peak performance per watt ratio
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Figure 4.8: Power efficiency evaluation of Kakadu, JPEG2K, and BPC-PaCo with 2 coding passes
when using a GTX TITAN X and a Tegra X1. Each pair of bars corresponds to an image.

is much higher than that of other devices. This is seen in the rightmost column of Table 4.7,

which reports the Thermal Design Power (TDP) of the device. We recall that the TDP is

a metric that measures the maximum amount of heat generated by the device in typical

operation. This metric is often used to compare the actual power consumption of different

devices. As seen in the table, the TDP of the Tegra X1 is 10W as compared with the 250W

of the GTX TITAN X.

Fig. 4.8 depicts the results achieved when coding the five images of the corpus. The

vertical axis of the figure is the performance (in Msamples/second) divided by the TDP of

the device. The TDP of Kakadu considers only 4 of the 8 processors of the workstations,

so its TDP is 380W since each individual Xeon E5-4620 has a TDP of 95W. The obtained

results indicate that the BPC-PaCo encoder (decoder) executed in a GTX TITAN X is 41.6

(38.1) times more power efficient than Kakadu, on average. When running in the Tegra X1,

the BPC-PaCo encoder (decoder) is 61.1 (52.7) times more efficient than Kakadu. With re-

spect to JPEG2K, the increase in power efficiency is approximately twice as that of Kakadu.

This indicates that, in addition to achieve very high performance, the proposed algorithms
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and implementations are a lot less power-hungry than the state-of-the-art codecs, making it

amenable for mobile devices.

4.5 Summary

This chapter presents the first implementation of BPC-PaCo. The main insights of the

proposed implementation are an efficient thread-to-data mapping, a smart memory man-

agement, and fast cooperation mechanisms among the threads in a warp. The experimental

results achieved indicate that it is a very high-performance, power-friendly codec. The main

advantage of BPC-PaCo is that its implementation in GPUs achieves a computing perfor-

mance that is in the order of 30× higher than the best implementations of conventional

image codecs in CPUs, while its power consumption is 40× times lower. This suits appli-

cations with requirements like real-time coding, massive data production, or constrained

power. Examples of such applications are digital cinema, TV production, or mobile imag-

ing, among others. The implementation employed in this work is freely available in [77].
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

This thesis presents a compendium of GPU-based high performance computing advances

for the main operations of wavelet-based image coding. The problematics of state-of-the-

art GPU computing are studied extensively from three different points of view. The first

contribution is focused on the DWT, an operation highly SIMD-friendly with an extensive

background of successful GPU implementations. A detailed analysis of the existing GPU

solutions, the algorithm bottlenecks, and the architecture limitations is employed to design

a new strategy that supposes an incremental improvement to achieve up to 4× speedup with

respect to previous solutions.

The second contribution of this thesis tackles a problem that is inherently not well-

suited for GPU computing: the massive parallelization of the bitplane coder and arithmetic

coder. It focuses on the traditional problem of reformulating a sequential algorithm to in-

crease its parallelism, while maintaining the best possible efficiency and capabilities. A

reformulation of some of the coding mechanisms is required to remove the key dependen-

cies of the algorithm. The framework of JPEG2000 is employed as a reference, and a new

scanning order, context formation, static probability model and a scheme of 32 cooperative

arithmetic coders are proposed. The changes are embodied in BPC-PaCo, a new coding

engine that promotes 32 times more SIMD parallelism than state-of-the-art codecs at the

expense of 2% in coding performance loss but without renouncing to any advanced coding

feature.

The last contribution of this thesis presents the research of developing the first GPU

89
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solution of a new state-of-the-art coding engine. A detailed analysis of BPC-PaCo is per-

formed to identify the more suitable mechanisms to implement the method in a GPU. An ef-

ficient thread-to-data mapping scheme, a finely-tuned memory management, and advanced

cooperation mechanisms are discussed, implemented, and analyzed for different GPU ar-

chitectures. The resulting GPU-accelerated implementation of BPC-PaCo is compared

with the most competitive CPU and GPU implementations of traditional wavelet-based

bitplane codecs. The experimental results indicate that BPC-PaCo in a GPU is up to 30

times faster than the best previous implementations, both in CPU and in GPU, while being

up to 40 times more power efficient.

Overall, the three contributions of this thesis represent the main pieces required to as-

semble an end-to-end high-performance wavelet-based image coding framework. All the

source code of this thesis is left freely available in [41] and [77]. It is worth noting that

the GPU performance discussions, analysis, and techniques presented in this thesis can

also be employed for algorithms of other areas. Applications that present the stencil com-

putation pattern in a GPU can benefit from the analysis presented in Chapter 2, whereas

Chapter 3 and 4 present insightful guidelines for CPU-GPU algorithm re-formulating and

GPU analysis, implementation, and tuning.

5.1 Future Work

The main research line that arises from this thesis is the implementation of an end-to-end

wavelet-based GPU-accelerated codec. The main challenge is to assemble the implemen-

tations proposed in Chapter 2 and 4, and develop the wrapping coding stages, while main-

taining a high performance profile. This task requires additional macroscopic performance

analysis that is not explored in this thesis. CPU-GPU work partitioning and overlapping,

host-device memory transfers optimization, and multi-GPU support have to be carefully

studied to maximize end-to-end performance.

Real-time video coding represents the second step in the future research of this thesis.

The proposed DWT and BPC-PaCo implementations can be used as core operations to

develop an intra-frame GPU-accelerated video codec solution. This research again requires

an in-depth exploration of high-level CPU-GPU optimizations to guarantee an efficient
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overlapping between the computation of subsequent video frames and CPU-GPU memory

transfers.

Besides the main future work described above, an additional research line is to incorpo-

rate the implementations proposed in Chapter 2 and 4 into existing real-time image coding

applications. This task would bring insights on the end-to-end practical performance of the

solutions proposed. The effective performance gain of each GPU implementation would

be assessed for different application scenarios, arising hints about application-specific op-

timizations of both the DWT and BPC-PaCo. Many challenges derived from the generic

integration of GPU-accelerated solutions are also worth exploring in industry-wise envi-

ronments, and they would be analyzed in this research line.
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12, pp. 3394–3406, Dec. 2015

[32] F. Auli-Llinas, P. Enfedaque, J. C. Moure, I. Blanes, and V. Sanchez, “Strategy

of Microscopic Parallelism for Bitplane Image Coding,” in Proc. IEEE Data Compression

Conference, pp. 163–172, Apr. 2015.

[34] P. Enfedaque, F. Auli-Llinas, and J. C. Moure, “Strategies of SIMD Computing

for Image Coding in GPU,” in Proc. IEEE International Conference on High Performance

Computing, pp. 345–354, Dec. 2015.

[31] F. Auli-Llinas, P. Enfedaque, J. C. Moure, and V. Sanchez, “Bitplane Image

Coding with Parallel Coefficient Processing,” IEEE Trans. Image Process., vol. 25, no. 1,

pp. 209–219, Jan. 2016.
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Appendix B

Acronyms

FPGA Field-Programmable Gate Array

ASIC Application-Specific Integrated Circuit

GPGPU General Purpose GPU

CUDA Compute Unified Device Architecture

SIMD Single Instruction Multiple Data

BPC Bitplane Coder

SM Streaming Multiprocessor

BPC-PaCo Bitplane Image Coding with Parallel Coefficient Processing

MIMD Multiple Instruction Multiple Data

SPP Significance Propagation Pass

MRP Magnitude Refinement Pass

CP Cleanup Pass
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